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Abstract
With the spreading of radio frequency identification (RFID) tag attachment to vehicles across the 
world, a wide range of innovative opportunities arise that could exploit the tag availability. In this 
dissertation, research focusing on the validation of three vehicular RFID concepts on physical 
layer is reported, which could be exploited by a wide range of applications. These concepts are 
non-tagged vehicle identification, multiple vehicle speed detection and direction finding.
The vehicular channel characterisation of a backscattered RFID response and reflected signal 
from a carrier wave radar reveals the possibility to integrate the two concepts in order to detect 
both the tagged and non-tagged vehicles within a short range. In exploiting RFID on vehicles, 
unique propagation characteristics are important to model, validated by measurements. Installing 
a tag with vertical polarisation on the vehicle windscreen, using a circular polarisation at the 
reader is favourable for minimising path loss. The concept of multiple vehicle speed detection is 
validated using this model by finding the Doppler shift using suitable anti-collision protocols.
The main contribution is the proof of the Pseudo Doppler technique using a reader with a low cost 
switched linear array, which can accurately resolve the direction of a tagged vehicle from a 
stationary roadside reader. The technique resolves the Pseudo Doppler shift using a low 
complexity phase gradient based method. Proof of the concept required extensive measurements 
using an array antenna at the reader, which was conducted to investigate the channel stationarity 
within the reading range. Finally an example application of the direction finding technique is 
shown where a global positioning system correction algorithm was developed for use in tunnels 
and built up environments.
Key words: RFID (Radio Frequency identification), Non-tagged vehicle detection. Speed 
detection. Phase gradient AoA (Angle of Arrival) estimation, GPS correction
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Chapter 1
Introduction
Nowadays, whether realising it or not, radio frequency identification (RFID) is an integral part of 
our daily life. It has been applied in various areas: supply chain, manufacturing, logistics, health 
care, retail and others. The use of RFID has a huge potential in the area of vehicle related 
technologies due to the increasing number of tagged vehicles for purposes such as access control, 
parking management or automated toll payment collection.
In a number of countries there have been considerations given to attaching RFID tags to vehicle 
number plates or tokens which may be attached to the window of a vehicle for the purpose of law 
enforcement. Whether vehicles are becoming tagged either as a direct result of legislation in the 
country they are used, or because they are by virtue of voluntaiy installation by vehicle owners, 
the growing number of tagged vehicles provides the opportunity to interrogate the vehicles and 
obtain a response containing random, possibly encrypted, information.
The information returned by the tag will not necessarily be of interest, in fact in a number of 
standards for RFID, it is required that a reader must be able to send a “wake up” or activation call 
to any tag, which will send a standard response. If this or another suitable response can be simply 
detected from any tag and therefore any tagged vehicle,then there is an extensively wide 
possibility of technological developments if tagged vehicles are widespread. Furthermore the 
tagging of vehicles is low cost and tags can be readily retro fitted into any vehicle as a quickly 
deployable enabling technology. In order to fully benefit from a wide deployment of tagged 
vehicles, the challenge is to prove new concepts, which could be implemented into intelligent 
RFID readers located either on the roadside or in other vehicles. It is also potentially a low cost 
solution that a vehicle could be equipped with a reader and use RFID tags deployed on the 
roadside.
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1.1 Motivation
The installation of RFID tags on the vehicle or deployment on the roadside would both generate a 
number of technology exploitation opportunities. The current research activities in the area of 
vehicular RFID are mainly focused in several directions [Menell, ZhaoOS, Wang09, Prerall], 
which include general system considerations and applications, tag anterma design, electronic 
tolling collection and driving safety.
It can be seen that the attention of current academic research on vehicular RFID is put into system 
development for different applications, especially at higher layers, which usually adopts existing 
readers and tag antennas to evaluate the system performance. Other research focuses on novel tag 
antenna designs such as tags suitable to install on the road [Franekll]. Current research and 
development in the area of vehicular RFID has focussed primarily on assumptions regarding the 
propagation channel through which end to end system conformance has been tested [Menel 1].
Although the physical layer for these RFID systems is relatively simple in terms of the 
modulation and coding applied, the reader antenna configuration and channel characterisation as 
well as the radio system concepts for intelligent RFID systems requires more detailed evaluation 
at the physical layer using measured propagation channel data to prove the concepts in order that 
they can be implemented into real applications. There is very little research carried out to expand 
the vehicular RFID technology at physical layer to non-tagged vehicle detection, vehicle speed 
detection and direction finding, which are new concepts that exploit the availability of tags on 
vehicles. These new concepts can open up a number of novel technology applications, which 
could result in both societal and economic benefits. This thesis therefore focuses on validation of 
these three concepts at the physical layer, especially with regard to channel measurements, 
channel modelling and channel stationarity analysis.
Furthermore the random tag responses at the physical layer from multiple RFID tagged vehicles 
can be exploited by the deployment of several RFID readers forming a sensor network. This could 
lead to a rapid deployment of an intelligent transportation system, as essentially it is only the tags
2
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which are required to be retro fitted into existing vehicles. When the RFID readers abide by 
appropriate communication protocols providing Internet connectivity, with readers distributed 
throughout the roadsides this can identify, track and monitor vehicles attached with tags globally, 
automatically, and in real time. Similarly the widespread deployment of RFID tags on the 
roadside can enable the use of intelligent RFID readers in vehicles.
Currently, the cost of a RFID tag is less than I US dollar, and it is expected that emerging 
technologies will make the tags cheaper and smarter as their production widens. As a result, it can 
be foreseen that deploying RFID tags in a large-scale on roads is possible and practical. Therefore, 
vehicular RFID technology brings an additional qualitative leap as multiple tags can be networked 
and integrated through the readers into the digital world, thus leading to the “Internet of things” 
and the vision of built-in intelligence.
Chapter 1. Introduction
1.2 Scope and Objectives
This thesis primarily focuses on the physical layer studies for vehicular RFID within the roadside 
scenario including vehicle to infrastructure or vice versa as they are the fundamental concepts to 
other complex vehicular RFID system. Three concepts including non tagged vehicle identification, 
multiple vehicle speed detection and direction finding were validated which could be exploited by 
a wide range of applications.
The following objectives related to this study are listed below chronologically:
■ Analysis of the propagation channel of vehicular RFID and carrier wave (CW) radar from the 
measured data to explore possible technique of non-tagged vehicle detection.
■ Modelling the vehicular RFID channel for tag to infrastructure scenario to investigate 
optimal placement and polarisation for tag and reader antenna. A suitable roadside reader 
antenna was constructed for carrying out such measurements.
■ Analysis of the vehicular RFID propagation channel using models informed by measurement 
to simulate and validate a multiple vehicle speed detection technique.
■ Simulation of a low effort phase gradient based algorithm to evaluate the direction of a 
moving vehicle for a roadside to vehicle or vehicle to roadside scenario, which uses the 
Pseudo Doppler technique.
■ Characterisation of the vehicle to roadside propagation channel with multiple antenna 
elements at the vehicle end for purposes of evaluating the possibility of using the Pseudo 
Doppler based direction finding method. Results including the interdependence of the 
channels between the antenna elements as well as the channel stationarity were found from 
the measurements to evaluate the reliability of the direction finding technique.
■ To form a case study application of the new vehicle direction finding technique by using a 
correction algorithm that could be applied to a Global Positioning System (GPS) navigation 
device in cluttered urban areas.
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1.3 Structure of Thesis
Chapter 2 initially presents an overview of RFID technology, including the working principle and 
classification, operating frequency band, standards and applications. Vehicular RFID technology, 
as an important element of this chapter is reviewed from the aspects of worldwide adaption status, 
current applications. The RFID anti-collision algorithms are fully reviewed outlining the 
anti-collision algorithms adopted by different RFID standards and suitability for vehicular RFID 
was investigated. Current academic research on vehicular RIFD is broadly reviewed and some 
ethical implications are discussed as well as potential application areas.
Chapter 3 investigates the reliability of the vehicular RFID tag detection in the real environment. 
The vehicular RFID scenario model is proposed and some key issues related to the reliable 
detection are discussed. Analysis of the measured impulse response and narrowband data from 
post-processing identified the variations of the signal level of the reflected and backscattered 
signal and the reliability of the vehicular RFID tag detection is evaluated. Furthermore, the 
situation for non-tagged vehicle detection is addressed.
Chapter 4 presents the initial development of an intelligent vehicular RFID system with primary 
focus on a new propagation model for vehicular RFID system considering the facts of polarisation 
effect and shape of the realistic vehicle in order to evaluate the reliability of using RFID from a 
reader on a motorway or open road side scenario, besides the function of speed detection based on 
the Doppler shift of the contiguous wave, the expected SNR from measurement and chances of 
collision to suit EPC Gen 2 standards are fully investigated
Chapter 5 presents the development of the Pseudo Doppler technique for vehicular RFID. A 
simulation-based study shows the incapability of the FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) to ascertain 
Pseudo Doppler frequency shifts, where a novel phase gradient based method is applied as a low 
complexity solution to apply direction finding in an intelligent RFID reader. This method is 
integrated into the vehicle direction finding technique and evaluated with channel sounder 
measurement data to estimate the angle of arrival (AoA) of the moving vehicle in Chapter 6.
5
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Comparisons are made against the actual AoA to evaluate accuracy. Capon’s minimum variance 
method [Mondal3] and correlation distance analysis is used to identify the region where the 
angular information could be accurately recovered with sufficiently low multipath fading. Finally, 
based on the direction finding technique, a global positioning system (GPS) correction algorithm 
for tunnels and a built up environments is presented. Conclusion and future work are presented in 
chapter 7.
1.4 Original Contributions to Knowledge
The following contributions related to this study are listed below chronologically:
■ Modelling of the vehicular RFID scenario and analyzing of the multipath of the incident and 
backscattered propagation channel based on measured data to develop non-tagged vehicle 
detection technique
■ New propagation model investigation for a roadside to vehicle link considering the specific 
impact of polarisation effect and the shape of a realistic vehicle scenario
■ Design, simulation and fabrication of antenna arrays for vehicular RFID speed detection, 
which are used as a model reader antenna for channel characterisation in the vehicular RFID 
scenario
■ Evaluation of a multiple vehicle RFID speed detection technique in non-collision and 
collision environments
■ Design, simulation and fabrication of circular polarised antenna array used for vehicular RFID 
direction finding measurements
■ Validation and evaluation of a vehicular RFID based direction finding technique using a novel 
low complexity Pseudo Doppler phase gradient method
■ An example application demonstration using the Pseudo Doppler direction finding method to 
improve GPS accuracy in tunnels and built up environments
Chapter 2. Background Theory and Vehicular RFID Technologies
Chapter 2
Background Theory and Vehicular RFID 
Technologies
In this chapter, background theories for vehicular RFID technology are comprehensively reviewed. 
Initially the RFID working principle, classification and operating frequency bands are introduced 
followed by the development of RFID standards used in these bands. While general RFID 
applications are summarised, applications for vehicular RFID and worldwide adaption status are 
covered in greater detail. Thirdly, key points for antenna theory are reviewed and suitable types of 
propagation path loss models are discussed. The classification of RFID anti-collision algorithms 
and properties of each type of algorithm are fully reviewed, while the anti-collision algorithms 
adopted by different RFID standards and their suitability for vehicular RFID are also investigated. 
Finally, the current academic research on vehicular RIFD is broadly reviewed and some ethical 
implications are discussed and potential application areas are proposed.
2.1 RFID Concept Overview
2.1.1 RFID Working Principle and Classification
A radio frequency identification (RFID) system is a wireless system in which the radio link 
between the base station (RFID reader) and the transponders (tag) are furnished by the modulated 
back-scattered waves [Rao99]. The basic RFID system is illustrated in Figure 2.1.1.
Reader
antenna Data < ►
Tag
antenna
RFID h o s t
RFID
reader
\ K
Energy RFID Tag
Figure 2.1.1 RFID system
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It is composed of tags and readers. An RFID tag is an object that stores data, information and is 
attached to products. The RFID reader, also known as the transmitter, is a device that can receive 
and interpret the information from the tags. An RFID reader transmits this information to the 
RFID host computer (or application device) as shown in Figure 2.1.1. RFID systems can be 
classified into three categories, which are based on power source, operating frequency and 
antenna near/far field. Based on the function and usage of the tag, there are three different types of 
tags to choose from -  passive, semi passive and active described as follows:
Passive tag - These tags are not powered by any battery source. The information is sent to the 
reader by reflecting, or backscattering and also the tag’s microchip or transponder is powered by 
harvesting energy from the interrogation signal sent by the reader. A representation of the 
transmitted energy between the tag and reader is shown in Figure 2.1.2.
Reader
Power for tag arid radio Signal
Tag
Backscalfered sispal
Figure 2.1.2 Communication between reader and passive tag [DobkiOT]
Active tag - For tags requiring more energy than that provided from the interrogation, they use an 
‘on-board’ power source. This power is used to deliver energy in order to transmitting data back 
to the reader as well as manage the on board memory as shown in Figure 2.1.3.
Transmitted stsnal Srosa tag
Reader
Batten'
Figure 2.1.3 Communication between reader and active tag (DobkiOTj
Semi-passive tag - This type of tag also has an on-board battery, though is only used for driving 
the auxiliary electronics circuit and on board memory. The data to the reader is sent using the 
backscattering technique in the same way as with a passive tag.
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2.1.2 RFID Operating Frequency Band
The range and scalability of an RFID system is heavily dependent on the radio frequency which 
the system utilises. Figure 2.1.4 shows the main frequency spectrum available for RFID 
applications [ChenOV].
400kH z 1 MHz 10M Hz 100M Hz 1G Hz 10G H z 25G H z
M W F
134kH z 13.56M H z 840-960M H Z 2.4G H z 5 .2G H z
Figure 2.1.4 Main frequency ranges available for RFID system
The frequency spectrum bands within which RFID is used are Low Frequency (LF) 30 kHz to 400 
kHz, High Frequency (HF) 3MHz to 30MHz, Ultra High Frequency (UHF) 300MHz to 1 GHz, 
Microwave frequency (MWF) above 1 GHz. The specific frequencies within these bands where 
RFID systems are licensed to operate are 125 kHz-134 kHz, 13.56 MHz, 400 MHz, 915 MHz, 2.4 
GHz and 5.2 GHz. The characteristics of approximate reading distance and typical data-transfer 
rate over different frequencies are summarised in Table 2.1.1.
Characteristics LF HF UHF MWF
Approximate reading 
distance
Less than 
0.5m
Up to 1.5m 0.5 to 20m Up to 10m
Typical data-transfer 
rate
Less than 
1 kbit/s
Approximately 
25 kbit/s
30 kbit/s Up to lOOkbit/s
Table 2.1.1 Characteristics of RFID system over different frequency IChenOT]
It can be found that in Table 2.1.1, the LF and HF band have relatively short reading distance 
which can be only used in the area of animal ID, smart labels and travel card. UHF and MWF 
bands can offer longer reading range which is crucial to the vehicular RFID applications, as the 
distance between reader and on-vehicle tag is normally larger than 1.5m. Within the MWF band 
and comparing with the situation in 5.2 GHz, RFID operating at 2.4 GHz would suffer lower path 
loss and less fading which can provide more reliable radio link. For UHF, different countries 
adopt slightly different UHF band which is summarised in Table 2.1.2.
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Regions Frequency (MHz) Power restriction
Africa 865.6-920 2W ERP
Asia 840-954 4 W EIRP
Europe 865.6-867.6 2 WERP
North America 902-928 4 W EIRP
South America 902-928 4 W EIRP
Table 2.1.2 UHF band adaptation across the world 
Note: EIRP (effective isotropic radiated power) ERP (effective radiated power)
2.1.3 RFID Standards
Standardisation is a critical part of RFID technology. Existing and proposed standards are mainly 
focused on air interface protocols, data content and applications. Before 1999, the International 
Organization for Standardization (ISO) was in charge of creating and setting RFID standards. 
They have created ISO 11784 for tracking cattle with RFID; ISO 11785 for interface protocol; 
ISO 14443 for smart cards in payment system; ISO 15693 for vicinity cards; and ISO 18000 
series for automatic identification and item management [Violi05]. The ISO 18000 series have 
seven parts (Table 2.1.3) and they cover the air interface protocol for the major frequencies used 
in RFID systems around the world.
18000-1 Generic parameters for air interfaces for globally accepted frequencies
18000-2 Air interface for 135 kHz
18000-3 Air interface for 13.56 MHz
18000-4 Air interface for 2.45 GHz
18000-5 Air interface for 5.8 GHz
18000-6 Air interface for 860 MHz to 930 MHz
18000-7 Air interface at 433.92 MHz
Table 2.1.3 ISO 18000 series IVioIiOS]
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The Auto-ID centre was set up in 1999 to develop an Electronic Product Code (EPC) and a low 
cost RFID system for goods tracking. The Auto-ID centre rejected the Global Tag (GTAG) with 
ISO’s UHF protocol and created its own UHF protocol to cut the extra cost due to complexity 
protocol [VioliOS]. The Auto-ID Centre categorises RFID tags for UHF band to six classes listed 
in Table 2.1.4.
Class Tags
Class 0 A read-only, factory programmed tag
Class I A passive, read-only, backscatter, write-once-read-many (WORM) tag
Class 2 A passive backscatter field programmable tag with user memory, encryption
Class 3 A semi-passive backscatter tag with user memory and encryption
Class 4 An active tag that uses a built-in battery to run the microchip's circuitry
Class 5 An active tag that can communicate with other Class 5 tags
Table 2.1.4 Auto-ID Centre RFID Tag Standards Class Tags [VioliOS]
Originally, the Auto-ID centre planned to have one protocol that could be used to communicate 
with different classes of tags. Each class has more capability than the next one and is backwards 
compatible. However, in the end the Class 0 tag used a different protocol from the Class I tag; 
where end users have to purchase multiprotocol readers to read Class 0 and Class 1 tags, which 
increased the initial cost setting up a RFID system.
Class 1 and Class 0 have two shortcomings, in addition to the fact that they are not interoperable. 
One issue is that they are incompatible with ISO standards. EPCglobal, the standards body for 
EPC, could submit them to ISO for approval as an international standard, but ISO would want to 
revise them to bring them into line with ISO RFID standards. Another issue is that they cannot be 
used globally. Class 0, for instance, sends out a signal at one frequency and receives a signal back 
at a different frequency within the UHF band; which is prohibited in Europe [VioliOS].
To solve the problem of EPC usage in Europe, in 2004 EPCglobal began developing a 
second-generation protocol (Gen 2), which would not be backward compatible with either Class 1
11
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or Class 0. The aim was to create a single, global standard that would be more closely aligned 
with ISO standards. Gen 2 was approved in December 2004. RFID vendors who had worked on 
the ISO UHF standard also worked on Gen 2. EPC Global began developing a second-generation 
RFID protocol named Gen 2 that could work for several classes under UHF band [VioliOS]. In 
2006 the ISO approved the EPC Gen 2 Class I UHF standard, publishing it as an amendment to 
its 18000-6 standard RFID air interface for item management using devices operating in the 860 
MHz to 960 MHz ISM band.
In Appendix /, features between Class 1 Gen I and Class 1 Gen2 are summarised in six categories: 
(I) read speed; (2) write speed; (3) tag sorting protocol; (4) multiple reader operation; (5) security; 
and (6) extensibility. Features for each category are further classified based on the generation. 
From Appendix I, it is seen that Gen2 can provide faster, more flexible read speed; higher 
reliability in tag counting; enhanced security, etc. [ViolOS]. In addition, if end users are using 
RFID facilities based on EPC Class 0 and Class I or both from ISO, it can be easily upgraded. 
Today, the EPC Gen2 standard is widely used in the field of transportation [VioliOS].
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2.2 RFID Applications
•  Supply Chain
RFID has great strengths in supporting inventory and asset management. Different numbers for 
each bundle or category of product can be assigned and input into a tag. When these products 
arrive at the different stores, antennas or readers located at the receiving store will read and collect 
relevant information. Subsequently, this information will be sent to the operations and 
merchandising centre as well as the suppliers to report that the products have arrived [Erdem06]. 
This system can provide real-time information including location, delivery time, and the number 
of products for the inventory and supply system [Erdem06].
•  Manufacturing
RFID efforts aimed at inventory visibility across the supply chain are closely tied to the control 
systems and execution processes driving production. Integrating new RFID-enabled 
manufacturing data to enterprise systems will be critical for synchronising the plant floor with the 
RFID-enabled supply chain [Bapat04]. By applying RFID technology incrementally across the 
plant floor, manufacturers can seamlessly integrate the new information captured by RFID, 
without disruption, into existing, proven, industrially hardened control, visualisation and 
information infrastructure, reducing the need for purchasing new infrastructure or investing in 
expensive, time-consuming, and unproven IT integration projects [Bapat04].
•  Logistics
Logistics assets are often reusable such as racks, bins and roll cages, shipping containers, gas 
containers etc. used to transport goods from one place to another. Since theft, damage and 
replacement erode asset productivity, these assets have to be managed in such a way as to 
minimise these losses as much as possible [Gordo06]. This is where RFID (Radio Frequency 
Identification Devices) and logistics management come into effect. These devices or tags are 
helpful in locating these reusable assets as well as have control over them. This greatly reduces 
loss due to theft as well as misplacements. It is also useful in locating particular containers 
containing specific products etc. [Gordo06].
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•  Healthcare
Applications of RFID to healthcare have many benefits and the best is yet to come. The healthcare 
system is a huge market place for RFID technology. For example, in pharmaceutical applications, 
by using RFID, one can identify counterfeit medication, altered dosage, and even an expired date 
for the proper medication [Colli04, ZebraOS]. Ultimately, RFID can save lives and it can prevent 
the illegal activity of some companies. Another application of RFID in the healthcare system is to 
track medical equipment and products, medical records of patients and newborn babies with RFID 
wristbands, which are able to avoid confusion or mistaken records in regard to the babies [Colli04, 
ZebraOS].
•  Retail
With RFID technology, a retail business can provide better customer service along with 
improvements in store layout, adjacencies, fitting rooms and customer amenities. For instance, 
RFID can help retail businesses track stock more efficiently by beaming out a product identity 
code, plus the type, size, and colour when prompted by a radio signal from a nearby RFID reader 
[Hogan03]. In other cases, specialty apparel retailers, such as Zara and Prada in Europe, enhance 
their ability to design, manufacture, and stock the latest products in disposable chic fashions that 
change almost weekly by monitoring and responding to consumer preferences more effectively 
and promptly [Joum04].
•  Others
Sensor enabled RFID tags have a superior advantage over many other competing technologies: 
Automated data collection with standardised (and even potentially existing) infrastructures 
[Tongu06]. There are various value adding functions that sensor tags could enable: Temperature 
sensor tags to provide a temperature profile of the whole cold chain of perishable items; 
acceleration sensor tags to provide evidence of shocks during transportation of valuable fragile 
items; electronic seal tags to provide tamper evidence of any transported item or product package 
even without visual inspection. But these are only few examples of the potential use cases 
[RuhanOS].
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2.3 Vehicular RFID Applications and Worldwide Adaption Status
Many countries across the world have already deployed vehicular RFID or are planning to do so 
in the near future. When the tag is attached to a vehicle, the Electronic Vehicle Identification (EVI) 
can be implemented [Steve02]. EVI can use radio frequency identification technology to 
electronically identify vehicles and validate the identity, status, and authenticity of vehicle data. A 
unique electronic identification code is established for each vehicle via tag, and each unique code 
is linked to a record in the centralised owner/vehicle-based database.
In South Africa, at least 500,000 RFID tags are now being affixed to metal license plates to 
automatically identify vehicles and verify they are properly registered. Within the next two years, 
10 million cars in that country are expected to sport electronic license plates [BacheOS]. In 
Bermuda, meanwhile, the entire island nation's cars and trucks (nearly 25,000) currently have 
RFID-enabled registration stickers attached to their windshields [BacheOS]. The Australian and 
New Zealand association of road transport and traffic have been considering RFID on vehicles 
[Autrol I]. The Royal Malaysian Police wants the réintroduction of e-plates as a smart registration 
number plate system have be implemented in the middle of 2014 [TamriI3]. Radio Frequency 
Identification Devices (RFID) is to be made mandatory in newly-registered medium and heavy 
motor vehicles in the State by October 2013[Radhal3].
In UK, the e-Plate project has been launched to test the feasibility of the EVR system deployment 
and other field trials have also been conducted [Wehr04]. The active e-Plate tag (Figure 2.3.1) can 
communicate its unique ID at a rapid rate of transmission over very large distances (up to 100 
meters/300 feet). The e-Plate is fitted to the vehicle utilising the vehicle’s existing number plate 
mounting points.
Figure 2.3.1 E-Plate active tag
rn
Figure 2.3.2 E-Zpass tags
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In the USA, the E-Zpass (illustrated in Figure 2.3.2), FasTrak, TxTag and SunPass using EVI 
system has been deployed in nationwide to realise the highway automatic tolling [SteltlS]. Other 
countries — including Brazil, China, Dubai, India, the Philippines and Mexico — have either 
already begun implementing or are currently eyeing RFID-enabled vehicle identification and 
registration systems [BacheOS].
By adopting the EVI system, various applications can be realised: vehicle access control, parking 
management, fleet Management, automated toll highways and bridges [Falkell]. If the data 
contained in tag was the vehicle licence registration information, then the Electronic Vehicle 
Registration (EVR) system [Steve02] can be realised by law enforcement by a tamper-resistant 
windshield sticker tag or tag embedded vehicle licence plate which can facilitate the vehicle 
registration and licensing processes, including registration books, roadworthiness, road taxes, 
vehicle insurance, emission-conformance and the validation of vehicle registration status 
[Falkel I]. A non exhaustive list of applications where vehicular RFID is currently used as are as 
follows,
> Vehicle Access Control and Management [FoinaOT, Ostoj 07] :
Figure 2.3.3 Vehicle Access Control
With a growing need of strong security and safety measures, organisations all over the world are 
adopting enhanced provisions for security. Vehicles are the most vital and vulnerable part of 
day-to-day life and tracking records of vehicles in parking and in-out locations becomes highly 
pivotal. RFID based vehicle access control is one such latest and highly acclaimed technology, 
which works by the following principles:
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■ The authorisation will be checked by sending the received code on the tag to the host and a 
signal with the code would sent to the barrier and control the access.
■ Allow access only to authorised vehicles.
■ Control access of vehicles in restricted areas and keep records of traffic flow.
■ Further, in order to avoid human errors, automated systems are hugely preferred due to the 
quality performance they provide while requiring minimum human monitoring.
> Parking Management [PalaOV]
Figure 2.3.4 Park Management
Operating a managed, busy parking lot shown in Figure 2.3.4 can pose significant challenges, 
especially to a government organisation that also owns some of the vehicles in the lot. The 
parking area has to be secure, with barrier-enforced entrances and exits. It also has to have an 
automated, efficient monitoring system that allows for accurate vehicle tracking as well as easy 
in-and-out access for drivers [TindaOS].
> Fleet Management & Automatic Toll Collection [WangOS, OscarOS, TsengOT]
m .
Figure 2.3.5 Illustration of a vehicle fleet
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■ Tracking of taxis, buses, trailers, containers and wagons
■ Traffic light control, manage fleet shown in Figure 2.3.3 waiting time
■ High speed identification, well defined identification areas and interference immunity
■ Toll booths can offer a prepaid pass that allows the driver to simply drive through the toll 
booth without stopping. These cars are installed with a tag that emits unique RF waves that 
identify the vehicle and causes the drivers prepaid account to be automatically debited.
> Law Enforcement
■ Tracking and identifying people not paying their due taxes/insurance.
■ Tracking and retrieving stolen cars (vehicles are placed with RFID tags e.g. tax disc/licence 
plate, reader will be placed in police vehicle. Lost Vehicle Tracking System will match the 
tags read by the reader with the database of lost vehicle maintained [AlienlO]).
> Vehicle to vehicle communication
■ The vehicle itself may have both a tag and reader, so that safety distance confirmation can be 
realised, preventive break can be initiated [Ali09, LoebOS].
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2.4 RFID Antenna Overview
The RFID system can be used for many applications dependent on the different operating 
frequencies. There are two theoretical principles for the design of an RFID system. The first one 
is to apply the magnetic coupling known as near field RFID, whereas the other one is using the 
electromagnetic radiation known as far field RFID. The former principle is used for low 
frequency (LF) and high frequency (HF) short range system. The latter theory is significant for 
ultra high frequency (UHF) and microwave bands applicable to vehicular RFID in this thesis as 
they are long-range systems which use electromagnetic waves propagating between reader and tag 
antennas.
2.4.1 Fundamental Antenna Properties
An antenna is a passive device working without the requirement for a power supply and it does 
not amplify RF energy [Best98]. It can be either used as a transmitter or receiver. Generally, any 
structure will radiate if it has current on its surface varying with time or electric field on an 
aperture varying with time [Hilton 10]. There are different types of antennas, such as dipole, 
monopoles, hom/lens, microstrip, etc. The general performance of an antenna can be described by 
evaluating the characteristics including input impedance, return loss, input response & bandwidth, 
polarisation, directivity & gain and radiation patterns & 3dB beamwidth. These properties and 
their impact [Best98], [Hilton 10] on system performance are discussed in the following sections:
> Input Impedance and Return Loss
In order to achieve maximum energy transfer between an antenna and transmission line, the input 
impedance of the antenna must identically match the characteristic impedance of the transmission 
line [Best98]. If the two impedances do not match, a reflected wave will be generated at the 
antenna terminal and travel back towards the source. The ratio of the reflected wave to the 
incident wave can be measured and it defines the reflection coefficient.
The return loss is determined by the reflection coefficient (denoted as F  or Su) of the antenna
which can be expressed in dB as -201ogio|Sn|. A small return loss indicates the incident power is
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large relative to the reflected power, which indicates good impedance match from antenna to the 
transmission line. Alternatively, the Voltage Standing Wave Ratio (VSWR) can be used to 
measure similar behaviour of the antenna. This reflection of energy results in a reduction in the 
overall system efficiency. This loss in efficiency will occur if the antenna is used to transmit or 
receive energy.
> Frequency Response and Return Loss Bandwidth
The operating frequency or the resonant frequency of the antenna can be determined by 
measuring the antenna frequency response of the reflection coefficient, which can also be viewed 
as the negative return loss value over frequency. At the resonant frequency or frequencies a deep 
null or nulls will occur over the response.
Return loss bandwidth of an antenna is the frequency band over which the return loss exceeds a 
certain standard value. Those standard values are usually 6dB or lOdB and they refer to cases 
where 25% and 10% of incident power is reflected respectively. Using this definition, the 6dB or 
lOdB return loss bandwidth of the antenna can be measured.
> Directivity and Gain
Directivity is the very important figure of merit for an antenna and it is a measure of directional 
characteristic of the antenna. It is defined as the ratio of the power radiated per unit solid angle at 
certain direction, to the average power radiated per unit solid angle of an isotropic source in that 
same direction and at the same distance.
The gain of an antenna takes the overall efficiency factor of an antenna into account as well as the 
directivity. If an antenna were 100% efficient, the gain and its directivity are the same [Best98]. 
The overall efficiency of an antenna can be affected by many factors, such as material 
(metal/dielectric) losses and antenna-feed mismatch. Both gain and directivity are angular 
dependent and commonly follow the unit of dBi when expressed as a decibel with respect to an 
isotropic radiator
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> Radiation Patterns and 3 dB Beamwidth
The antenna radiation patterns (far-field) offer information regarding the direction and level of the 
energy the antenna radiates in two/three-dimensional space. Usually they include the position and 
level of main beam and side lobes with their respective gain values in each direction. The 
manufacturers often only provide H-plane and E-plane pattern data.
The 3 dB beamwidth (half power beamwidth) of antenna is the angular width over which the gain 
drops relative to the pattern maximum is equal to 3 dB. Generally, the 3 dB beamwidth is defined 
in the H-plane and E-plane separately.
> Polarisation
The polarisation of an antenna describes the orientation and sense of the radiated wave’s electric 
field vector [Hilton 10]. It can be linear, circular or elliptical. If the vector appears to rotate with 
time, then the wave is elliptically polarised. The ellipse so described may vary in ellipticity from a 
circle to a straight line, or from circular to linear polarisation. The main advantage of circular 
polarisation versus linear polarisation is that circular polarisation eliminates polarisation 
mismatch losses caused by Faraday rotation and varies of the squint angle of polarisation vectors 
between stations on the Earth [Galus06]. Generally, polarisation mismatch occurs in RFID links 
when the polarisation of the receiving antenna is not the same as the polarisation of the incident 
wave.
Orientation Angle Polarisation Mismatch loss (dB)
0° (aligned) 0
30° 1.25
60° 6.02
90° (orthogonal)
Table 2,4.1 Polarisation mismatch loss
Table 2.5.1 summarises the theoretical polarisation mismatch loss between two linearly polarised 
antennas with a different orientation angle relative to each other’s polarisation, which in the ideal 
case can reach infinity when they are orthogonal. Circular polarisation is commonly used in RFID
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reader antennas to avoid these extremes though for any orientation will sacrifice a 3dB loss 
compared to two aligned linear polarised antennas. This is nonetheless a reasonable compromise 
for a short range link.
> De-tuning Effect andl Gain Penalty
De-tuning and gain penalty occur when the antenna is placed in close proximity to certain objects 
(e.g. metallic bodies, material with dielectric property) [GirbalO]. They are also caused by various 
ground plane conditions. Certain objects in close proximity can change the surrounding 
impedance of the antenna, affecting the antenna current distribution and the signal radiation 
pattern, thus lowering the gain of the antenna and shifting the resonant frequency.
When selecting or designing an antenna for certain applications, the surrounding environment has 
to be taken into account. RFID tags are usually attached directly to the object they purport to 
identify. Many common materials, including metals and aqueous liquids, have strong effects on 
the performance of the tag antenna; in the worst case, tags may be unreadable at normal ranges, 
causing tracking systems to miss objects and vitiating many of the advantages of tags [DobkiOS].
> Impedance Matching
Impedance matching is an essential part of antenna design. The input impedance of an antenna 
needs to be reasonably close to the load impedance (e.g. 50 G), otherwise the signal is reflected 
back to the load and not radiated by the antenna. In many applications matching circuits 
consisting of discrete inductors and capacitors, or transmission lines are used to improve the 
impedance matching characteristics of the antenna. Antenna matching circuits need to take into 
account the complex antenna impedance that changes rapidly with frequency [Cstl2].
In the case of conjugate matching (which is known to be optimal for power transfer), the 
reflection coefficient between a load impedance Zi and a reference (or generator) impedance Z/? is 
given by
z^  + z; (2.1)
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where the asterisk denotes complex conjugation. From here it is easy to see that when the load 
and reference impedances are complex conjugates of each other, the reflection coefficient 
becomes zero.
> Circulator for RFID Reader
One of the most distinctive characteristics of an RFID system compared to other transceivers is 
the duplexing that is necessaiy for isolating the receive (R%) signal from the transmit (Tx) signal. 
Neither FDD (frequency division duplexing) nor TDD (time division duplexing) is used in RFID 
systems although it adopts both half and full duplex system depending on the tag types [Kim06]. 
For full duplex it transmits a continuous sine wave and receives the back-scattered data from a tag 
at the same time, at the same frequency band. Therefore, a form of TX-to-RX switching is 
essential to guarantee good TX-to-RX leakage suppression, in order to be further applicable, 
which inherently moves the reader device towards a half duplex system.
TX-to-RX leakage must be removed at the receiver since it could degrade the several 
performances of the RFID system. Sensitivity and detection range are decreased due to the LNA 
sensitivity, which will lower the dynamic range. Using dual antennas for the transmitter and the 
receiver it improve isolation makes the system unattractive as the size and the cost are doubled 
even if it can isolate the T% and R% well. Therefore, a directional coupler has been widely utilised 
as an RFID Tx/Rx switch, since it is competitive in aspect of the complexity and the cost 
compared with active carbon metal oxide (CMOS) circulator or ferrite material circulator 
[Kim06].
2.4.2 Path Loss Models
In wireless communications, loss that occurs in between the transmitter and receiver is known as 
propagation path loss. Path loss models describe the signal attenuation between a transmitting and 
a receiving antenna as a function of the propagation distance and other parameters. These models 
can be broadly categorised into three types: deterministic, stochastic and empirical [SharmlO]. 
Deterministic models use Maxwell’s equations along with reflection and diffraction laws
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governing electromagnetic wave propagation to determine the received signal power at a 
particular location. Free-space propagation model is one of most common deterministic models. 
In telecommunications, the free-space propagation model is used to predict received signal 
strength when the transmitter and receiver have a clear, unobstructed line-of-sight path between 
them. Satellite communication systems and microwave line-of-sight radio links typically undergo 
free space propagation.
p
G,
Figure 2.4.1 Free-space propagation model
The surface area of a sphere of radius r is Ant^. The power density W at distance r from a 
transmitter with power Pi and antenna gain Gt is:
W=PiGAAKr^) (2.2)
The available power P  ^ at a receive antenna with gain Gr =AiiAf}? (Ae is the effective area or 
aperture of the antenna) is given by Friis free space equation:
The product PiGi is called the effective isotropic radiated power (EIRP) of the transmitter.
(2.3)
The two-ray propagation model [Yacou93] is a popular deterministic propagation model when 
reflection from the ground must be taken into account. In fact, this model has been used in several 
studies of propagation for RFID systems in multipath environment ([NikitOS], [Lazar09b]). 
Deterministic models often require a complete 3-D map of the propagation environment. An 
example of a deterministic model is a ray tracing model [AbhayOS]. Stochastic models, on the 
other hand, model the environment as a series of random variables. These models are the least 
accurate but require the least information about the environment and use much less processing
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power to generate predictions [AbhayOS]. Furthermore they are useful for creating generalised 
models of several locations with a similar environment.
Empirical models uses existing equations obtained from results of several observation 
measurement efforts. This model also gives very accurate results but the main problem with this 
type of model is computational complexity [SharmlO]. Examples of this type of models are the 
Stanford University Interim (SUI) channel models developed under the Institute of Electrical and 
Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 802.16 working group [ErcegOl], ITU-R [RecomOl], Okumura-Hata 
[Hata81], ECC-33 and the COST-231-Hata model [COST99]. All these models predict mean path 
loss based on an empirical set of measurements as a function of various parameters, for example 
distance, antenna heights etc.
2.4.3 Vehicular RFID Tag Antennas
The UHF-RFID system is desired for long range applications such as the supply chain and 
vehicular scenarios. The antenna at reader plays a crucial role in communication between the 
reader and the tags. It is also important to ensure a reliable communication link between the 
reader and the tag regardless of the orientation of the tag and any nearby objects which may block 
the line of sight (creating shadowing) or nearby objects which may cause reflections, thus creating 
what is known as multipath. A further problem could be near field effects on the tag, for example 
if it was placed on a metallic surface the antenna may fail to operate.
In UHF and microwave RFID applications, a small tag size is desirable for low fabrication costs 
and also suitable for tag placement because of limited space on product packages. Furthermore it 
would be necessary for tags on vehicles to not appear to be too obvious and thus have a “low 
profile”. Printed half-wave dipole antennas are the most common commercial design for RFID tag 
antennas due to their simple structure, low cost and acceptable gain.
The electric properties of RFID tag antenna are affected depending on the location on the vehicle 
object such as conductor of car body, bumper composed of polyurethane and window glass,
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which makes the impedance change. Conventional tag antennas can suffer from strong pattern 
distortion and efficiency loss. Therefore, the tag antenna design needs to consider the surrounding 
environment where the tag antenna is installed, while also this limits the number of suitable 
locations on the vehicle for the tag.
For the vehicular case, some of the possible tag placements are on or in close proximity to the 
surface of vehicle metallic body, i.e. on the top of vehicle roof, on the surface of the door or the 
engine bonnet. Since the reading distance of thin film ordinary tags with a homologous dipole 
antenna is very short on the metal surface, it cannot be read due to the boundary conditions of the 
surface [He 13]. Meanwhile, the resonant frequency, input impedance and gain of the tag will be 
greatly affected, causing the antenna’s overall performance to decline [Son06, Keskil03, Raum03]. 
Besides, [Chou 12] conducted a characteristic investigation of RFID tags when placed on the 
different locations of outer surface of an automobile vehicle. The presented study provides useful 
characteristics and can be used as a reference for realistic implementations. It showed that the 
outer surface placement did not have great impact on the tag anterma radiation pattern.
At present, some research findings are used to solve the problems of tags on metal surfaces:
i. Develop an absorbing material [Wang97]: the electromagnetic wave absorption material 
mainly relies on the characteristics of the material to absorb energy and to prevent the 
high-frequency reflected waves on the metal surface. In normal conditions, these 
high-frequency energies, when they go through the absorbing materials, have a magnetic 
loop resonance with the absorbing medium in the materials, and has also the eddy current 
losses in the loop circuit. Finally, the energy to lost in the form of heat so that the 
reflected wave of the metal surfaces can be absorbed, ultimately, the return signal, which 
works in electronic tag cards that is in front of the absorbing materials, may greatly 
improve the read write tag card sensitivity, because the return signal does not suffer from 
the interference of the reflected wave in the metal surfaces. But most of the high-band 
absorbing material cost is relatively high, so this kind of improvement method cannot be 
widely applied in the UHF RFID tags.
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ii. Increase the thickness of the medium: when the distance h of the tag away from the metal 
surface is 0.25 times wavelength, the reflected wave by the antenna incidents to the metal 
surface with the antenna radiation incident is superimposed by the same phase in the far 
field. The performance of the antenna at this time is greatly improved. It may also be 
better than the original, however, after the transformation of the antenna. The inevitable 
problem is that the volume of the antenna is greatly increased. It is inconvenient to be 
fixed on the surface of the object, so only the big measurement greatly limits the 
application of this transformation.
iii. Utilize specific EBG (Electromagnetic Band Gap) structures [Ukko04] because the 
specific EBG structures can inhibit the propagation of electromagnetic waves in a specific 
frequency band. By reducing the propagation of the surface wave, it improves the 
efficiency of the antenna, and reduces the side-lobe level to increase the gain. EBG 
structures can also change the phase of a reflected wave of a specific frequency band so 
that the antenna can be maintained a thinner thickness. But at the same time, there also 
exist some defects, such as the low gain and the manufacturing complexity of EBG 
structures.
The inverted-F antenna (IFA), planar inverted-F antenna (PIFA), and patch-type antenna 
structures, which possess a ground plane in their structures, are commonly used in REID metal tag 
designs [Kwon05, Son07, KimOSb, Kim07]. Not all RFID metal tags are designed based on these 
antenna structures. Small loop antennas and double-folded dipole antennas with complementary 
impedance variation characteristics can also be applied to overcome the antenna near metallic 
object problems [Ng06], [Cho08].
Some research focusing on the tag antenna design for vehicle licence plate mounted situation have 
been published by researchers. E-plate in [Zhao08] is designed by adhering an active RFID 
module to a metal license plate with slots on it. The slots serve as RFID tag antenna, which are 
carefully designed without damaging the layout of characters and numbers on the license plate. 
[Zhou08] proposed a tag antenna encapsulated with special material on license plate, which could 
anti-metal interferences and anti-electromagnetic interferences. [ParklO] designed a license plate
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tag antenna with dual resonance to improve identification ratio. For other tag placements on a 
vehicle, [Chen 12] proposed a tag antenna design which is used in safety glass applications, such 
as windshield tagging applications.
# — ►x
Figure 2.4.2 Tag antenna for safety glass [Chenl2]
2.4.4 Reader Antenna
Microstrip patch antennas are widely used for reader antenna designing, because of their 
advantageous properties such as light weight, low volume, low fabrication cost and capability of 
circular polarisation and dual or triple frequencies operations. Current researches on UHF RFID 
reader antenna design are focused on three areas: bandwidth expansion, size reduction, and gain 
enhancement.
> Bandwidth Expansion & Circular Polarisation
Microstrip antennas suffer from a number of disadvantages, most notably a narrow bandwidth. 
Globally, each country has its own frequency allocation for UHF RFID applications, e.g., 
840.5-844.5 and 920.5-924.5 MHz in China, 866-869 MHz in Europe, 902-928-MHz band in 
North and South of America, 866-869 and 920-925 MHz in Singapore, and 952-955 MHz in 
Japan, and so on, so that the UHF RFID frequency ranges from 840.5 to 955 MHz (a fractional 
bandwidth of 12.75%). To achieve such wide frequency span, in [Tiangll], by applying log 
periodic antenna theory, the proposed cintenna is achieved by employing three loop wire elements 
and fed by a pair of crisscross feed line. In [Wen 12] the antenna is composed of a folded patch 
and an improved L-shaped feeding strip.
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In a UHF/MWF RFID system, the reader emits signals through reader antennas. When an RFID 
tag comprising an antenna and an application-specific integrated circuit (ASIC) is located in the 
reading zone of the reader antenna, the tag is activated and interrogated for its content information 
by the reader. The querying signal from the reader must have enough power to activate the tag 
ASIC to perform data processing, and transmit back a modulated string over a required reading 
distance. Since the RFID tags are always arbitrarily oriented in practical usage and the tag 
antennas are normally linearly polarised, circularly polarised (CP) reader antennas have been used 
in UHF RFID systems for ensuring the reliability of communications between readers and tags 
[ChungOV]. As the linearly polarised tag is placed with arbitrary orientation, in order to ensure the 
reliability communication between reader and tag, a circularly polarised antenna is necessary as 
discussed in Section 2.4.1. In [Chen09] a broadband circularly polarised patch antenna has such 
properties. The antenna is composed of two comer truncated patches and a suspended microstrip 
line with open-circuited termination. The main patch is fed by four probes which are sequentially 
connected to the suspended microstrip feed line.
Truncated parasite
Truncated main pal'.h
Ground Plane
Figure 2.4.3 Broadband circularly polarised reader antenna [Chen091 
> Size Reduction
Antennas for fixed RFID readers can be relatively large; however for handheld readers they must 
be compact and ergonomically appealing. Making a high gain antenna is always a challenging 
task, especially if antenna must be compact. In [NikitlO], a Yagi type patch antenna with three 
elements (driver, director, and reflector) which fit into a compact footprint (100 mm x 100 
mm)(Left hand of Figure 2.4.4). In [Park06] the proposed antenna is composed of a radiating 
patch on a substrate and a vertical ground surrounding four sides of the antenna. The vertical
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ground reduces the resonant frequency about 25 % comparing to that without vertical ground. In 
[HuaOV] a new printed dipole antenna consisting of a microstrip-to-coplanar stripline transition, a 
meandered driven dipole, a closely-coupled parasitic element, and a folded finite-size ground 
plane features a compact size, wide impedance bandwidth, moderate gain and excellent 
front-to-back ratio (Right hand of Figure 2.4.4).
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Figure 2.4.4 Size reduced reader antenna [Park06I, IHua07]
> Gain Enhancement
The low gain of the microstrip antenna is the second disadvantage that restricts its wide usage. For 
some RIFD applications, reading range is a crucial factor. To maximise reading range, high gain 
antennas (to radiate maximum allowable power) are typically desired. In [MobaslO], a dual band 
antenna composed of a U-shaped copper strip with unequal arm, a printed rectangular ring, and 
the ground plane was proposed. In Figure 2.4.5, the U-shaped feeding strip excites the rectangular 
ring effectively by providing a good impedance matching with over 85% of total antenna 
efficiency in both the frequency bands and also 9.56 and 10.17 dBi gain in the lower and higher 
frequency band, respectively.
nhnied Reci&igular R m e x . RT5 Supeçtfait
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Figure 2.4.5 High gain reader antenna [MobaslO)
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For other types of antenna, [Rimbal2] presents the design of a compact high gain circularly 
polarised antenna for UHF RFID reader covering the global band 860-960MHz. The antenna is 
composed of an axial mode helix mounted on truncated cone ground plane. The optimised 
structure delivers maximum gain of 16 dBic.
f ; : :  :
Figure 2.4.6 Helix high gain reader antenna [Rimbal2]
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2.5 RFID Collision Control
Collision due to simultaneous tag responses is one of the key issues in RFID systems [Fink03]. It 
results in wastage of bandwidth, energy, and increases identification delays. To minimise 
collisions, RFID readers must use an anti-collision protocol.
SDMA CDMATDMA FOMA
Reader Driven 
(Synchronous)
Tree ProtocolsFramed Slotted  Aloha (PSA)
Tag Driven 
(Asynchronous)
Query tree (QT) 
based protocols
Dynamic FSA 
and its variants
Basic FSA and  
its variants
Pure Aloha and 
its variants
Tree splitting (TS) 
based protocols
Binary Search (BS) 
based protocols
Slotted Aloha and 
its variants
Bitvyise arbitration (BTA) 
 algorithm ____
Multiple Access /  Anti-Collision Protocols
Figure 2.5.1 Anti-collision protocols [Fink03]
Figure 2.5.1 classifies various anti-collision protocols in existent RFID systems 
[Fink03][Shih06][Tang07]. Broadly, they can be categorised into, space division multiple access 
(SDMA), frequency division multiple access (FDMA), code division multiple access (CDMA), 
and time division multiple access (TDMA). Briefly, SDMA protocols [Fink03][Roh05] spatially 
separate the channel using directional antennas or multiple readers to identify tags. They are, 
however, expensive and require intricate antenna designs. On the other hand, FDMA [Fink03] 
protocols involve tags transmitting in one of several predefined frequency channels; thus, 
requiring a complex receiver at the reader. Lastly, systems based on CDMA [Fink03][Roh05] 
require tags to multiply their ID with a pseudo-random sequence (PN) before transmission and 
they are expensive and power hungry.
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TDMA protocols constitute the largest group of anti-collision protocols [Fink03]. These protocols 
can be classified as reader driven, and tag driven. The former and latter are also called 
Reader-talk-first (RTF) and Tag-talk-first (TTF) respectively. Most applications use RTF 
protocols, which can be further classified into Aloha and tree based protocols/algorithms. Note 
there is also a hybrid class, which combines Aloha and tree protocols. The basic idea behind RTF 
is that tags remain quiet until specifically addressed or commanded by a reader. On the other hand, 
TTF procedures function asynchronously. This means a TTF tag announces itself to the reader by 
transmitting its ID in the presence of a reader. Tags driven procedures are slow as compared to 
RTF procedures [Tang07].
The two bodies are responsible for RFID air interface standards: EPCglobal [EPCg] and ISO 
develop industry-driven standards for international supply chain networks. Table 2.5.1 
summarises the ISO standards.
Standard Frequency Protocol Used
ISO 18000-3 "MODE T HF There are two extensions; Piue Aloha and Dj’namic Framed Slotted Aloha.
ISO 18000-3 "MODE 2"
HP This protocol is a combination of both frequency and time division multiple 
access (FTDMA). A tag has a choice of eight reply channels. After selecting 
a channel, the node uses slotted Aloha to access the channel. An extension 
here is to combine slotted Aloha with muting and slow down.
ISO 14443-3 %e-A HF Dynamic BS Algorithm (DBSA).
ISO 14443-3 %e-B HF Dvmaraic Framed Slotted Aloha.
ISO-18000-6A UHF Framed slotted Aloha with muting and early-end.
150-18000-68 UHF
Table 2.5.1 ISO anti-collision standards [KlairlO]
Standard Frequency Protocol Used
EPCglobal Class 0 UHF ID-Binary Tree Stack (E)-BTS),
EPCglobal Class Î
UHF Advanced ID-BTS. The protocol is an advancen%nt of ID-BTS, where 
a tag responds to the reader with eight consecutive bits, 
which toe reader then reads sequentially
EPCglobal Class 1 Gen 2 UHF Q Protocol.
EPCglobal Class 1 HF Basic Framed Slotted Aloha with early-end. In addition, toe protocol uses partial IDs during identification.
Table 2.5.2 EPCglobal anti-collision standards [KlairlO]
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In Table 2.5.1, ISO 18000-3 “MODE 1” has two extensions. The first uses Pure Aloha, and the 
other relies on DFSA. ISO 18000-3 “MODE 2”, on the other hand, uses a combination of 
frequency and time division multiple access. ISO 14443-3 Type-A and Type B use Dynamic BS 
algorithm and DFSA protocol respectively. ISO-18000-6A uses Framed slotted Aloha with 
muting and early-end, whereas ISO-18000-6B uses ID-BTS. Table 2.5.2 presents the standards 
proposed by EPCglobal. Class 0 and 1, which are developed for UHF REID systems, use a variant 
of ID-BTS(ID-binary tree stack). Specifically, Class 0 relies on IDBTS, whereas Class 1 uses an 
advanced ID-BTS, where a tag transmits eight consecutive bits to the reader, which are then 
identified by the reader sequentially. The Class 1 HF standard, on the other hand, uses BFSA with 
early-end. In addition, the protocol uses partial IDs during contention. The second generation of 
Class 1 uses the Q protocol [Gen2].
Research on Aloha protocols is shifting towards DFSA variants, specifically those that rely on a 
tag estimation function. From the survey [KlairlO], it finds dynamic estimation schemes to be the 
most promising because of their higher accuracy for a given tag range. However, further research 
is required to reduce their considerable computational cost and memory requirements.
For tree protocols, QT variants have had a number of advances. This is mainly due to their 
simpler tag designs that only require a prefix matching and a synchronisation circuit. A key 
disadvantage of QT protocols, however, is that the length of a queiy is proportional to the depth of 
the constructed tree. Another problem is that identification delay increases with ID size. This 
issue becomes critical when the EPC adopts 256 bit IDs [Gen2]. The current approach to address 
long IDs is by using randomly generated pseudo IDs [Bonu05] [Choi07]. The advantage of such 
an approach is that it involves minimal data exchange between the reader and tags, and uses 
shorter IDs, which reduces tree depth. From our survey, an interesting observation is that, except 
for [Bonu05][Choi07][Klair08], existing tag reading protocols do not yet incorporate pseudo IDs. 
Therefore, an interesting research direction is to analyse the performance gains to be had if 
protocols use pseudo IDs.
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Hyrbid protocols, i.e., those that combine Aloha and tree protocols, are becoming popular 
[Boun06][Ryu07][Nam07][Zhang07]. To date only a handful of hybrid protocols exist. Moreover, 
given the number of Aloha and tree protocol variants, a challenging research problem is 
determining the combinations that have the highest reading rate. Apart from the aforementioned 
issues, a recent development in RFID systems is their integration with sensor nodes to create 
RFID-enhanced wireless sensor networks (WSNs) that can be deployed randomly to identify 
RFID tagged objects [Ho05][Intel][Rober04]. A key problem in such networks is the energy 
constraint imposed by sensor nodes.
For UHF vehicular RFID, framed slotted Aloha with muting and early-end used by 
ISO-18000-6A, ID-BTS used by ISO-18000-6B, advanced ID-BTS used by EPCglobal Class 0 
and 1 and Q protocol used by EPCglobal Class 0 and 1 Gen2 can be considered for anti-collision 
algorithms. As the number of tags within the interrogating zone would be much less than other 
applications due to the physical size of the vehicle, the capability of the algorithms to handle large 
numbers of tags is less significant. However the time relay caused by the algorithm is critical, as 
the fast moving vehicle only having very short of period in the interrogating.
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2.6 Current Academic Research on Vehicular RIFD
The academic research activities have been widely conducted in the area of vehicular RFID and 
mainly focused on several directions. The summary of current researches is outlined below:
> System general considerations & applications
In [Menell] the authors reviewed the system considerations for the vehicular RFID in terms of 
tag detection, tag sensitivity, transmission power, the physical layer and reader tag 
communication procedure in vehicular identification. Also [QinlO] analysed the effective vehicle 
velocity for steady reading of the UHF RFID vehicle license plate in which the smallest time for 
one single tag to be effectively read, the relationship between the tag reads and the vehicle 
velocity, the maximum vehicle velocity to be effectively read, are analysed and measured. Thus 
the fail cases of tag reading while the vehicle is in motion can be minimised.
Through the tests in road in [Gonzl3], the author found detection errors when the vehicle crosses 
the portal at high speed due to the number of correct readings is not totally successful. The time 
interval during the vehicle crosses at high speed is not long enough to enable the communication 
between reader-tag and tag-reader, causing that commands or responses contained in the frame are 
not appropriately received. Increasing the data rate in both directions gives a chance to prevent it.
In [MaraI3] the paper investigated the suitability of UHF passive RFID for use in electronic 
vehicle identification (EVI) scenarios. A simulation scheme is developed that models each of the 
key elements within an EVI environment. The optimal installation angle of an interrogator is also 
investigated with regards to certain criteria. An installation angle of 30° appears to be the most 
suitable, w hich provides an optimum balance between interrogation range and backscattered 
power to the interrogator.
In [Cheng 14] the RFID System on Roads (RSR) was proposed to improve roadway safety and 
efficiency. A number of applications are introduced based on RSR. Challenges for implementing 
RSR and its applications are discussed as well. T he proposed applications on RSR include 
Assisted Navigation Systems, Electrical Traffic Control, Unmanned Patrol Systems, Veh icle
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Distance Estimation, Parking Assistant System, Route Tracing and Access Control, Unmanned 
Ground Vehicles.
Design and simulation of traffic monitoring systems based on RFID was conducted in [Xinl4]. 
Multifunctional integration RFID reader reads the tag information stored inside the vehicle 
effectively, and sends it to the data processing centre. The system according to the real-time data 
processing results realizes the monitoring function of the intersection vehicle. The simulation 
results show that each function module is stable and the system can be adjusted according to the 
real-time detection of the traffic lights flow information.
> Tag antenna design and channel measurement
In [ZhaoOS], the authors designed an active RFID module to a metal license plate with slots on it 
operating at 2.45 GHz. In [Leirel2] a ray-tracing technique was used to predict the propagation 
channel parameters in indoor in a Metallic Closed Vehicle. In [ZhouOS] a new type design of 
vehicle license plate was proposed to develop a matched secure automatic identification system. 
In the system, new accumulating energy self-luminous materials are adopted and RFID tags are 
embed with the supporting of RFID technology. In [Kim 12], a dual-band passive RFID tag 
antenna applicable for a recessed cavity in metallic objects such as heavy equipment, vehicles, 
aircraft, and containers with long read range is proposed by using an artificial magnetic conductor 
(AMC) ground plane. Also [Hwang 10] described a design for RFID tag using license plate 
attached the vehicle bumper in UHF band.
RFID passive tag antenna is placed on the road are considered in [Franekll] and some 
considerations about RFID reader-tag communication are proposed and found that powering link 
is negatively influenced by changes of the surrounding environment. In [Kim08], it is therefore 
proposed to position the tag antenna in the side-view mirror of vehicle in order to control tag 
antenna directivity. A “chipless” RFID tag is designed in [Reich 10] in the ultra wideband (UWB) 
frequency band and is based on spectral information coding.
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> Electronic tolling collection
A  propagation model established in [Wang09] for RFID systems in Electronic Tolling Collection 
(ETC) mainly considers the multipath effect. In [Ren09] a kind of radio frequency chips, nRF9E5, 
were adopted to design electronic toll collection system of expressway. Structural and process 
designs were made and, in addition, a new RFID authentication and authorisation protocol model 
was used to guarantee system security. In [Khanll] an efficient utilisation of a communication 
link between RF modems over a wireless channel facilitate vehicle monitoring, vehicle 
authentication and automated toll collection on the highways is proposed.
> Road safety
In [Prerall] a novel application for the regulation of vehicle speed, trajectoiy, stopping and 
parking using chipless RFID tags installed into/on the road is proposed. The RFID reader with 
antennas installed under the vehicle scans the on-road tags and acquires essential regulatory data 
such as addresses, speed limits, parking permits. In [Oda07] an experimental system is 
investigated which senses the presence and position of pedestrians equipped with an active tag, 
that sends sensed data to an on-board device of a vehicle near that position, and notifies the driver.
In a lane keeping assistive system [Togas09] is developed that uses RFIDs. It constructed a 
mathematical model that takes a vehicle's movement into consideration, and evaluated the 
effectiveness of the system based on this model. The evaluation showed that the system can give 
drivers effective warnings to prevent their cars from straying onto road shoulders if RFIDs are 
placed at 5-meter intervals on the shoulders.
RFID tags are used in [Kot09] for vehicular communication systems to route post-accident 
warning messages up to an effective NLOS distance in a cooperative manner. In a vehicular 
communication system, routing of warning messages in a co-operative manner increases vehicle 
safety and reduces mass crash, unexpected traffic jams after a crash and similar other incidents.
> Vehicle localisation
In [Niranl4], RFID assisted navigation system was proposed which consists of passive tags
deployed on roads to provide navigation information while the RFID readers attached to the
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vehicle bumper query the tag when passing by to obtain the data for navigation guidance. It also 
considers the scheduling of the read attempts and the deployment of RFID tags based on the 
navigation requirements to support seamless navigations. The estimation of the vehicle position 
and its accuracy are also investigated. In [Jingl4] mobile RFID reader and vehicle-mounted 
GNSS was used to locate the tag to overcome the weakness of the traditional location methods, i.e. 
many RFID readers or tags composed the RFID network which is more expensive and has 
difficulty in device maintenance.
In [Yu08] a high speed (up to 96 km/h) vehicle-mounted long range passive radio frequency 
identification (RFID) system is proposed and developed to locate highway reference markers by 
collecting and analysing the global positioning system (GPS) and distance measurement 
instrument (DMI) data simultaneously
> loT (Internet of Things) for vehicular cases
Internet of Things (loT) is a global network infrastructure, linking physical and virtual objects 
through the exploitation of data capture and communication capabilities. One of the most 
important technologies in the loT is Radio frequency identification (RFID). The RFID tag stores 
the object’s information which is standard and with interoperability so that the tags’ information 
are transferred to the central computer system via wireless network. The object can therefore be 
recognised by the tag. Meanwhile, those tags are able to be exchanged and shared on the Internet 
so as to manage the object transparently. In an RFID system, each physical object is accompanied 
by a rich, globally accessible virtual object that contains both current and historical information 
on that object’s physical properties.
Traffic loT is a kind of loT to connect every element about traffic, such as roads, bridges, tunnels, 
traffic signals, vehicles, and even drivers. Traffic loT provides traffic in formation collection and 
integration, supporting to process and analyse all kinds of traffic information on roads in a large 
range automatically and intelligently. In fact, modem traffic management is developing into an 
intelligent transport system based on loT. In [Yuli], the author in troduced the design and 
implementation of an active RFID tag based system for automatically identifying running vehicles
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on roads and collecting their data. The system will have wide applications in traffic loT to support 
traffic monitoring, traffic flow statistics, traffic scheduling, and special vehicle tracking.
In [Liul3], the vehicle anti-theft tracking system based on loT is designed, which can provide 
all-round active service for the owners. This system is controlled by an RFID module to switch on 
and off. When the car is stolen, the vibration sensors and pyroelectric infrared sensors mounted 
inside the vehicle are triggered, and GSM module will send the location information obtained by 
GPS module to the owner’s mobile phone.
Based on the technology of radio frequency identification (RFID), global positioning system 
(GPS), GPRS, GIS, according to some agreements of loT, in [Yon^l2] the intelligent 
transportation system is proposed which connected with the Internet, and carried out the 
intelligent recognition, location, tracking and monitoring of buses through exchanging 
information and communication.
Wireless localisation and identification are a major source of information for the loT. [Kirs 14] 
reviews different wireless local positioning principles and explains the interaction between local 
positioning and the loT. Among these applications, detecting goods loaded by forklift and finding 
tags for a human operator are realised by RFID technology. For these two RFID-based 
applications, phase information acquired by the reader is used to estimate the location of the 
target.
> 0th er related areas
In [IswanlO] simulated RFID-based red light violation detection methods are tested. This 
simulation gives evidence of violation and prediction of vehicle flow. The violation can detect if 
the vehicle's IDs have moved from one RFID Reader to the others. In the paper [Zhao09], it 
brought forward the whole modelling of a novel traffic dynamic information collecting system 
based on RFID, using this system, the drivers can know the front street condition and vehicle flux 
condition.
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Based on the above literature review, it can be seen that the attention of current academic research 
on vehicular RFID is put into system development for different applications, especially on high 
layer, which usually adopts existing readers and tag antennas to evaluate the system performance. 
Although the physical layer for these RFID systems is relatively simple in term so of the 
modulation and coding applied, the reader antenna configuration and channel characterisation as 
well as the radio system concepts for intelligent RFID systems requires more detailed evaluation 
at the physical layer using measured propagation channel data to prove the concepts in order that 
they can be implemented into real applications. This contrasts with current research and 
development in the area of vehicular RFID has focussed primarily on assumptions regarding the 
propagation channel through which end to end system conformance has been tested.
2.6.1 Ethical Implications
RFID is a means for identification. In vehicular case, RFID-tags will potentially be related to the 
vehicle itself and the owner of the vehicle is sometimes correlated to the identification 
information, hence the identified information becomes personal information (or information that 
enables the identification and tracking of a person) [Corm06]. Due to the “enabling” 
characteristics of RFID-tags, they can be used eveiy where, in any situation for any purpose and 
the threat to privacy is a major concern.
So far the vehicular tag attachment is mainly on the voluntary basis. Although the compulsory 
attachment can largely advance the widespread use of vehicular RFID, the ethical issues will 
challenge such a policy. The scope of this work is not to consider the ethical implications but to 
identify the technological opportunities that exist when a significant number of vehicles are 
tagged either on a voluntaiy basis, by virtue of using them for a specific chosen benefit (e.g. 
electronic tolling) or by law enforcement.
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2.6.2 Potential Application Areas
As an increasing number of vehicles are being tagged across the world, EVI and EVR systems 
will be adopted massively and more associated innovative applications will emerge. The vehicular 
RFID based vehicle speed detection; vehicle direction finding and untagged vehicle detection are 
useful examples.
■ Vehicle speed detection
The current speed detection techniques include pacing, VASCAR (Visual Average Speed 
Computer and Recorder), aircraft surveillance, hoses, ORB IS (is a Greek word meaning eye 
which uses permanently installed roll over sensors in the traffic lane to determine vehicle speed, 
and a camera to take a vehicle’s picture), traffic radar, and LIDAR (laser) and Image capture 
processing (motion blur) [Shack96, Pérez 10]. Among them, the most widely used methods are 
based on CW radar and Image processing, but they have several weaknesses: CW radar based one 
has to point directly to the target vehicle and cannot target multiple vehicles at the same time, the 
latter one has weak weather resilient ability.
However the vehicular RFID based vehicle speed detection method can overcome these problems. 
By extracting the Doppler shift information from the backscattered signal, the vehicle speed can 
be easily and accurately measured. Currently, one patent [Parkl2] has been reported to use 
RFID-based method to detect the single vehicle speed and papers [Kassel2, BouetOS] reviewed 
the RF-based speed detection methods including Doppler shift-based vehicle speed method.
In [SarbilS], [OcheI3] authors both proposed to use multiple roadside readers and passive UHF 
RFID transponders embedded inside the windshields of the vehicle to monitor average speed over 
a specified distance. However they did not work towards the multiple detection method on a 
motorway scenario so far, which would provide useful assistive technologies such as traffic flow 
monitoring working as low cost sensors.
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■ Assisted navigation
Nowadays, with the help of Global Positioning System (GPS) and (Location Based Service) LBS, 
the traffic flow data on the main road can be monitored, but due to the resolution issue of the GPS, 
lane level traffic flow information cannot be acquired. That is important for the drivers to plan the 
optimised route to their destination. The REID based vehicle direction finding technique can 
determine which lane the vehicle being occupying and combing with GPS technique, the lane 
level traffic flow information can be gathered.
The REID assisted navigation can complements to the current GPS navigation system when GPS 
signals are not available (such as in tunnels) or if the GPS position is ambiguous to a vehicle. 
Moreover, even combined with map-matching technologies, nevertheless, this information are 
necessary to prevent vehicles from entering a wrong lane on major roads or motorways, which 
require greater positioning accuracy than what GPS can offer.
■ Untagged vehicle detection
Eor cases where tagging is enforced, there may be a need to detect those being untagged, which 
can escape from the monitoring, road tax and tolling. Therefore, the untagged vehicle detection 
technique is critical to help the law enforcement department to identify these vehicles and stop 
illegal activities.
■ Vehicle direction finding
Using of antenna array technology or other techniques to find direction of a tagged vehicle, which 
can give different warning signals and road information to incoming or outgoing vehicles. Also 
direction finding can provide the vehicle's heading for guidance along a desired route toward a 
given destination.
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2.7 Summary
In this chapter, in order to understand the vehicular RFID technology, background theories for 
general and vehicular RFID and had been comprehensively reviewed, A radio frequency 
identification (RFID) system is a wireless system in which the radio link between the base station 
and the transponders are furnished by the modulated back-scattered waves. The specific 
frequencies within these bands where RFID systems are licensed to operate are 125 kHz-134 KHz, 
13.56 MHz, 400 MHz, 915 MHz, 2.4 GHZ and 5.2 GHz. UHF and MWF band can offer longer 
reading range which is crucial to the vehicular RFID applications. The vehicular RFID 
technologies are currently applied to the areas of vehicle access control and management, parking 
management, fleet management & automatic toll collection, law enforcement and vehicle to 
vehicle communication.
Current research on tag antenna design is focused on miniaturisation techniques, conjugate 
matching with the desired IC chip for the maximum power transfer and attaching in proximity to 
different material. For reader antenna design, bandwidth expansion, size reduction and gain 
enhancement are three main research areas. Collision due to simultaneous tag responses is one of 
the key issues in RFID systems. It results in wastage of bandwidth, energy, and inc reases 
identification delays. To minimise collisions, RFID readers must use an anti-collision protocol 
though the degree of collision scenarios compared to other RFID applications is relatively small.
The academic research activities have been widely conducted in the area of vehicular RFID and 
mainly focused on several directions: system general considerations, tag antenna design and 
channel measurement, electronic tolling collection and driving safety. As an increasing number of 
vehicles are being tagged across the world, EVI and EVR systems will be adopted massively and 
more associated innovative applications will emerge. The vehicular RFID based vehicle speed 
detection; vehicle direction finding and untagged vehicle detection are promising concepts for a 
wide range of applications of intelligent RFID, which will be covered in the forthcoming chapters.
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Chapter 3
Vehicular RFID Tag Detection
In this chapter, the reliability of the vehicular RFID tag detection is combined with the ability to 
detect an untagged vehicle is investigated in the real environment. Initially, the vehicular RFID 
scenario model is proposed and some key issues relating to the reliable detection are discussed. A 
measurement campaign is introduced, which was conducted in real environment with a 
commercial vehicle. Secondly, by analysing measured impulse responses and narrow band data 
from post-processing, the variations of the signal level of the reflected and backscattered signal 
were identified and the reliability of the vehicular RFID tag detection was evaluated. Furthermore, 
the situation for untagged vehicle detection was addressed.
3.1 Vehicular RFID Scenario Model
Figure 3.1.1 illustrates a typical vehicular RFID scenario, where the reader is placed on the 
roadside and the tag was attached to the vehicle. When the vehicle moves into the reading zone, 
the reader interrogates the tag and the tag responds with identification information.
Antenna
^  RFID Tag
Figure 3.1.1 Vehicular RFID model
Many factors control the performance and functionality of these current or potential applications. 
However the reliability of the vehicular tag detection is the simplest and most critical one.
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Reliable vehicular tag detection often depends on several variables, such as distance, power, 
environment, orientation, sensitivity of the reader or tag. In this chapter, the influence caused by 
the environment (vehicle body) to the detection reliability is investigated.
It is commonly known that commercial automobiles are manufactured by a large quantity of steel 
and the vehicular RFID tags are usually placed inside the vehicle, i.e. on the windscreen or on the 
dashboard. When the vehicle moves into the reading range as shown in Figure 3.1.1, the roadside 
reader transmitted signal interrogates the tag. Part of the transmitted signal will be received by the 
tag and other part will be reflected by the metallic body of the vehicle as shown in Figure 3.1.2. 
The reflected signal from the vehicle and the backscattered signal from the tag will be received by 
the reader simultaneously.
Backscattered
signal
Reflected'
signal
Figure 3.1.2 Reflected and backscattered signal
As the vehicle approaches, passes by, and leaves the reader, the portion of reflected and 
backscattered signal varies due to the uniform shape of the vehicle. Currently there are no studies 
related to the interference caused by the vehicle body to the backscattered signal. In this chapter, 
this issue during these three stages will be investigated in the real environment.
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3.2 Measurement Campaign
To investigate the reliability of the vehicular RFID tag detection as well as the ability to detect a 
non-tagged vehicle, a practical measurement campaign was conducted in the campus of the 
University of Surrey. The layout of the measurement system was shown in Figure 3.2.1.
Channel sounder Txl Rx1
20dB attenuator & Cable loss
Rx2
Van
TXRX
Tag
antenna
Figure 3.2.1 Layout of the measurement system
A commercial van with a 2.4GHz dipole antenna attached to the windscreen (in the solid circle in 
Figure 3.2.2) was used to represent the vehicle with a tag. The tag antenna was connected to the 
receiving unit of the channel sounder shown in Figure 3.2.3.
w
Figure 3.2.2 Commercial van with tag
Also illustrated in Figure 3.2.3, two identical circularly polarised antennas were mounted on the top 
of the plastic stand (in the solid circle on Figure 3.2.3). The top antenna was used as the reader 
antenna to transmit signal to interrogate the tag and the lower one was used to capture the reflected 
signal from the vehicle. Given that the antennas were located closely together and that their relative
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separation was small compared to the distance from the vehicle, they can be assumed to represent 
one single reader antenna. Therefore with the measurement setup used, it is possible to conduct a 
simultaneous measurement of the impulse response of the RFID tag on the vehicle but also the 
impulse radar response of the radar reflection off the vehicle. This is necessary for evaluating the 
feasibility of detecting an untagged vehicle. The impulse response was measured with a bandwidth 
of 200MHz. In order to prevent signal overload at the receiver due to the transmit and receive 
antennas being close for the radar measurement part, a 20dB attenuator was used at the receive 
antenna to suppress the signal directly coupled from the transmitter to the receiver.
Figure 3.2.3 channel sounder and reader & reflected signal receiver
In the left hand picture of Figure 3.2.3, the channel sounder was used to capture the real time 
channel information (in the dotted circle). The receiving unit of the channel sounder was connected 
to the tag antenna on the van and reflected signal receiver respectively. Meanwhile, the transmitter 
antenna was linked to the transmitting unit of the channel sounder. The measurement campaign 
took place on a small parking area between two buildings, which is shown in Figure 3.2.4.
Figure 3.2.4 Measurement environment
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28An aerial view of the measurement environment and equipment placement is shown in Figure 
3.2.5. The measurement took place in the left-hand of the parking area and the distance between 
start and end point was about 50m.
Building biock 
♦ Tx1 & Rx1
2m
Start End
Building block
Figure 3.2.5 Bird view of the measurement environment
The van moved slowly in a straight line at approximately 5 miles per hour and when it passed Rxl, 
the shortest distance in between was 2m. The channel sounder measured the channel information 
with a sampling rate of 98 Hz more than three times the maximum Doppler shift of 17.9 Hz, 
whilst the van moved from start to finish. To ensure the repeatability of the measurement, a second 
measurement following the same route was conducted.
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3.3 Data Post Processing & Analysis
3.3.1 Impulse Response
For the 50m range used in this setup, 3000 samples in total were recorded when the vehicle moved 
along the planned route in Figure 3.2.5. In each sample an 8190 ns long snapshot of the measured 
impulse response using a pseudo random (PN) generator were contained. In order to investigate 
the detail of impulse response curve, the time frame was focused on 0 to 300ns and the seven 
selected sample points of impulse responses from a total of 3000 samples is shown in Fig 3.3.1, 
where it can be seen clearly the impulse position moves between 160 to 180 ns as the vehicle 
changes position. The corresponding channel between the tag and the transmit antenna for these 
samples is plotted in Figure 3.3.2.
- 2 0 '
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Figure 3.3.1 Impulse response for the reflected signal
It can be seen in Figure 3.3.1, between 150ns and 200ns, significant fluctuations can be identified, 
which were the reflected signals from the van. From the selected samples there are four signal 
peaks between 50ns and 150ns which were fixed at the same position with constant magnitude and 
therefore not affected by the position of the van. Among these four peaks, the largest one was the 
incident signal from Txl coupling directly across to Rxl positioned next to it and the time delay 
between the starting point of the measurement and the time of incident signal emerging in each
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peak was caused by the length of cable connecting antenna and channel sounder. The other three 
peaks were caused by coupling between leaks in the N-type connectors in close proximity to each 
other.
When the vehicle moved on the planned route, the distance between the van and the reader antenna 
would first decrease to the minimum level as it passed by the reader, then the value would increase 
gradually. Hence the variation of the path loss would follow the trend of the changing in distance 
and the received signal would reach the maximum value when passing by. This theory can be 
verified by comparing selected samples in Figure 3.3.1, where it can be found that at sample point 
1 and 500, the maximum reflected path is below -60dB. However at sample point 1000, this path 
increases to -55dB. As the van moves constantly, when it passes by the reader, the reflected path 
reaches a maximum of -50dB at sample point 1500 in Figure 3.3.1. After this point the path drops 
again as the van move away from the reader antenna.
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Figure 3.3.2 Impulse response for tag signal
In Figure 3.3.2, several taps can be observed between 50 to 150 ns, which is similar to the 
situation in Figure 3.3.1, but the position of the maximum peak is around 150ns and the 
magnitude of each peak varies from sample to sample. Among these four peaks, the largest one is 
the desired path received by tag Rx2 while the preceding peaks were caused by coupling from the 
transmit antenna to the receiver cable and the feeder of the receiver switch box, which were also
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in close proximity. It should be further noted that the cable was also moving during the 
measurement so that the magnitude of this coupling was changing in position and magnitude.
Similar to the Txl to Rxl scenario, the variation of the path magnitude for Txl to Rx2 follows the 
trend of the change in distance and the received path reaches the maximum value when passing by. 
This theory can be verified by comparing selected samples in Figure 3.3.2, where it can be found 
that at sample point 1 and 500, the maximum received path is both below -40dB. However at 
sample point 1000, it reaches -40dB. As the van moves constantly, when it passes the reader, the 
received signal level reaches the maximum of -30dB at sample point 1500. After this point the 
path drops as the van move away from the reader antenna.
3.3.2 Time Delay Analysis
It can be roughly observed from Figure 3.3.2 (a), the impulse response curve for each sample 
shifted around over the x-axis and the reason for that can be explained by using Figure 3.3.3.
1x1 & Rxl
d3 d4
-J-Vatv&Rx2-i i-Ven-&Rx2-i   i-Ven-& Rx2-^-----------1Van & Rx2
EndStart
Figure 3.3.3 Distance to reader variation for moving van
When the vehicle moved on the planned route, the distance between the van and the tag antenna 
would initially decrease to the shortest value (d3) as it passing by the reader antenna, and then the 
value would increase gradually. The electromagnetic wave travels at the speed of light c, therefore 
the travelling time t can be derived by:
d
t = -  
c (3.1)
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As the speed of light, c is constant, the travelling time t would follow the trend of the changing in 
distance which reflected in the time domain was the curve shifting in the x-axis. For comparative 
analysis, the impulse response of reflected channel and that received by the tag at sample point 
1000, 1500 and 2000 is plotted in Figure 3.3.4 (a), (b) and (c).
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Figure 3.3.4 Time domain comparative analysis
The position of the incident signal from Txl received by Rxl can be marked as the reference point 
from which to determine the remaining delay paths (to = 135ns). The time receiving reflected 
path at three different sample points was 170ns, 165ns, 167ns and tg for paths received by the tag 
were 155ns, 150ns, 160ns. The calculated travelling time is shown in Table 3.3.1.
Sample Reflected (ns) tg - to Tag (ns) 4 - ^ 0
1000 20 35
1500 15 30
2000 25 32
Table 3.3.1 Travelling time for two situations
It can be seen in Table 3.3.1, the calculated travelling time reached the minimum level when 
sample point was at 1500 always where the van just passed by the reader antenna and had the 
shortest distance. The travelling times for each 3000 samples of two situations are plotted in 
Figure 3.3.5 (a) and (b) respectively.
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Figure 3.3.5 Time delay analysis
Due to the limited resolution of sample spacing, discontinuity can be observed in the Figure 3.3.5. 
It can be found that no matter what reflected signal or direct signal is received by tag, the delay of 
the peak path is first decreasing and then increasing. The impulse response delay of the reflected 
channel is always larger than that for the tag as the distance for reflected path is twice the length 
of that received by tag. For the sample point from 1000 to 2000, the mean delay for reflected 
signal is around 30ns, which is twice the time of 15 ns for the tag.
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3.4 Narrow Band Response
The delay domain impulse response gave a general analysis of the signal variation for two 
scenarios. However, to further investigate the channel characteristic in detail, the narrowband 
response has to be generated, which is representative of a narrowband RFID system working in 
conjunction with a carrier wave (CW) radar [Mueh07] to detect non-tagged vehicles. To derive 
the correct frequency response, the coupled delay are removed, which is shown in Figure 3.4.1 (a) 
and (b) while the correct frequency response derived from a fast Fourier transform (FFT) in 
Figure 3.4.2 (a) and (b).
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Figure 3.4.1 Post processing of impulse response
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Figure 3.4.2 Frequency spectrum of impulse response
To extract the narrowband channel, the centre bin (0 MHz) in the frequency spectrum was 
selected, which is subsequently plotted in Figure 3.4.3 thus showing the narrow band response.
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Figure 3.4.3 Narrow band response
Just as expected, in Figure 3.4.3, the magnitude of the channel for both the tag and the reader 
increases to a maximum value as the vehicle passes and then decreases gradually which matches to 
the variation of the distance between van and reader antenna. In the real RFID channel, the tag has 
to backscatter the signal to the reader. In this measurement only the forward path loss was taken into 
account. To investigate the realistic situation, in Figure 3.4.4 the backward path loss had to be 
imposed on the RFID channel, while also compensating the cable loss. Furthermore the radar 
channel suppressed by the 20dB attenuator had to be compensated in order that a like for like 
comparison can be made between the two channels.
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Figure 3.4.4 Narrow band response with justification
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The backward path loss for the tag can be calculated by using the Equation (2.3) as -31.5dB when 
the distance is 2m. The antenna gains for Rxl and Rx2 are assumed to be 13dBi and 1.6dBi 
respectively. In the measurement, the cable loss for the tag was 7dB.
It can be clearly identified in Figure 3.4.4 that fading due to the multipath environment, the 
driving route was imposed on both the reflected channel and the RFID channel. For the reflected 
channel, the fading which occurs from 12s to 22s is significantly more time variant than that of 
the channel to the tag. For RFID channel, the fading is not as significant and has a stronger line of 
sight compared to any other scattering arriving at the tag.
In Figure 3.4.4, the margin between reflected RFID channel and RFID channel is in excess of 
13dB (between the deepest fading of reflected channel and highest point of the RFID channel), 
hence it is possible to use antenna with two modes (CW-radar mode and RFID detection mode) to 
detect both the tagged and non-tagged vehicle because the sensitivity required for RFID will be 
sufficient to account for the fades caused by the CW radar and hence can be adapted to be used in 
such a way to detect the presence of a vehicle. The CW radar range test would also verify the 
distance of the vehicle which could be matched to that of the tag when detected, hence giving the 
ability to know the tag belonged to the detected vehicle. The region from 8-22ns shown in Figure 
3.4.4 is the area in which the two-mode antenna is likely to be in use for detecting both the 
presence of a tag on the vehicle and the vehicle itself. If a tag was not present, the CW radar mode 
would only detect the presence of the vehicle itself and the fading on reflected signal caused by 
the multipath would not deteriorate the performance of the CW radar mode due to the margin 
available.
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3.5 Summary
In this chapter, a practical vehicular RFID propagation channel was measured in a real 
environment in order to investigate the reliability of vehicular tag detection and the feasibility of 
detecting non-tagged vehicles from a CW radar. Narrowband data of the CW radar constructed by 
extracting the central frequency tap of the wideband channel was analyzed simultaneously with 
the channel for backscattered RFID.
By analysing the impulse response captured by channel sounder, it was found that when the 
vehicle moved on the planned route, the variation of the signal level received by tag or reflected 
by vehicle would follow the trend of the changing in distance and the signal would reach the 
maximum value when passing by the reader. The travelling time for the reflected signal was 
always larger than that for signal received by tag as the travelling distance for reflected signal was 
twice larger than the signal received by tag. Narrowband data analysis of CW radar showed 
significant multipath which was expected as it is a highly rough scattering object with very good 
reflection
From the analysis of the CW radar and backscattered RFID channel, fading due to surrounding 
build-ups over the driving route was found on both the reflected signal and the signal received by 
tag. The dynamic range between CW radar and RFID signal was quite large at 13dB. Although 
the channel fading of the CW radar was significantly more time variant than that of the channel to 
the tag, they were within the required fade margin for a RFID reader and it would be possible 
therefore to employ CW radar within the reader. Hence it is possible to use the RFID reader and 
antenna with two modes (CW-radar mode and RFID detection mode) to detect both the tagged 
and non-tagged vehicle because the transceiver will have sufficient sensitivity or fade margin.
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Chapter 4
Vehicular RFID Path Loss Modelling and 
Speed Detection
The current vehicle speed detection techniques include, Pacing, VASCAR (Visual Average Speed 
Computer and Recorder), aircraft surveillance, hoses (two rubber hoses placed across the road 
which connect to a box that measures the time it takes for vehicle to drive over the hoses thus 
measuring velocity), ORBIS (is a Greek word meaning eye which uses permanently installed roll 
over sensors in the traffic lane to determine vehicle speed, and a camera to take a vehicle’s 
picture), traffic radar, and LDDAR (Laser Infrared Detection And Ranging) and image capture 
processing (motion blur) [Shack96]. Among them, the most widely used methods are based on 
averaging speed, carrier wave (CW) radar and image processing, but they have several 
weaknesses. CW radar has to point directly to the target vehicle and cannot target multiple 
vehicles at the same time, while the image processing has weak resilience in wet weather and low 
light conditions. Use of hoses or ORBIS on roads is costly as well as creating inconvenience to 
road users.
In [Kassel 2] the variance of RF signal strength caused by the presence and motion of the vehicles 
is used to detect their speed, which requires common wireless networks such as WiFi or cellular. 
This technique is limited to the deployment of the wireless network, which is not feasible in a 
highway rural area due to scarcity of coverage.
The RFID based vehicle speed detection method can overcome these problems using readers as 
sensors to monitor the speed of a cluster of vehicles, since the availability of tags on vehicles is 
increasing. By extracting the Doppler information from the backscattered signal, the speed of 
multiple vehicles can be easily and accurately measured for each individual tag detected. 
Currently, one patent [Park 12] has been reported to use an RFID-based method to detect the single
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vehicle speed and [BouetOS] reviewed the RF-based speed detection methods including the 
Doppler shift-based vehicle speed method. However they did not work towards the multiple 
detection method for dense traffic in a highway scenario, which would provide useful assistive 
technologies such as traffic flow monitoring over a low cost sensor network.
Since the RFID tags are usually arbitrarily oriented in practical usage and the tag antennas are 
normally linearly polarised, circularly polarised (CP) reader antennas have been used in RFID 
systems to ensure the reliability of communication between readers and tags [ChungO?]. When 
taking the scattering effect caused mainly by reflection from the vehicle itself or nearby vehicles 
into the account, the orientation adopted for a linearly polarised tag on the vehicle will have a 
distinctive influence on the vehicular RFID communication channel, which measurements 
presented in this chapter will demonstrate.
These propagation characteristics are important to take on board in order to evaluate the reliability 
of using RFID from a reader on a motorway or open road side scenario. Therefore a new path loss 
model for vehicular RFID system considering the facts of the polarisation effect and the unique 
scattering characteristics of the vehicle is proposed, which is validated by the measurements. The 
new model is eventually applied to the development of Doppler-based speed detection technique 
with the inclusion of anti-collision when considering detection of multiple vehicles.
4.1 Path Loss Modelling
Signal power level and fluctuations have a great effect on the RFID system performance in
relation to maximum reading range limited by the transceiver’s fade margin. The range is
determined by knowing the path loss of the radio environment the system will operate in. A path
loss model is therefore established to determine the signal attenuation between a transmitting and
a receiving antenna as a function of the propagation distance and other parameters such as the
polarisation of the tag. For this chapter, a two-lane highway was chosen as the initial modelling
environment for vehicular RFID. The circular polarised reader antenna is intended to be mounted
on a lamp post mast with a proper tilting angle to cover the interrogating area. The tag with either
vertical or horizontal polarisation is attached to the vehicle windscreen. The concept illustration is
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shown in Figure 4.1.1.
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Figure 4.1.1 Vehicular RFID environment
The current path loss models can be broadly categorised into three types: deterministic, stochastic 
and empirical [SharmlO]. Deterministic models are based upon using physical parameters and 
will include the reflection, refraction and diffraction laws as well as the free space path loss 
governing electromagnetic wave propagation to determine the received signal power at a 
particular location. The Free-space propagation model is the simplest form of deterministic model. 
For the general RFID system in a supply chain application, the free-space propagation model is 
used to predict received signal strength when the reader and the tag have a clear, unobstructed 
line-of-sight path between them. Though there is a strong line of sight in the roadside to vehicle 
windscreen case, in vehicular RFID, another clear path reflected off the engine bormet as 
illustrated in Figure 4.1.1, which is a scattering scenario distinctively different from free space 
path loss.
The two-ray propagation model [Yacou93] is a popular deterministic path loss model when 
reflection from the ground must be taken into account. In fact, this model has been used in several 
studies of propagation for RFID systems in multipath environment ([Lazar09a], [NikitOS]). 
However the channel scenarios in these works have concentrated specifically on supply chain 
where the reader and tag are at low heights, which are significantly different scenarios to 
vehicular cases, where the scattering scenarios are substantially different. It is a suitable model for 
initial vehicular FRID system path loss modelling, but further modifications to this two-ray 
propagation model are required to accommodate the polarization effect of the tag antenna and
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variation of the ground due to the fact that most commercial vehicles on the road are built with an 
engine bonnet.
Stochastic models, on the other hand, model the environment as a series of random variables. 
These models are the least accurate but require the least information about the environment and 
use much less processing power to generate predictions [AbhayOS]. Furthermore they are useful 
for creating generalised models of several locations with a similar environment.
Empirical models uses existing equations obtained from results of several observation 
measurement efforts, where accuracy requires a large sample size of empirical data, which can be 
costly [SharmlO]. Examples of this type of models are the Stanford University Interim (SUI) 
channel models developed under the Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) 
802.16 working group [ErcegOl], ITU-R [RecomOl], Okumura-Hata [HataSl], ECC-33 and the 
COST-231-Hata model [COST99]. All these models predict mean the path loss based on an 
empirical set of measurements as a function of various parameters. Stochastic and empirical 
models widely used for outdoor or large scale environments with complex scatterings. Hence the 
deterministic approach is used for the path loss analysis, but for the extra less significant 
scattering caused by surrounding vehicles and other roadside objects, the stochastic approach is 
preferred as it would be too complex to resolve deterministically. Furthermore a general model of 
the scattering around the vehicle can be better obtained stochastically.
4.1.1 Frequency Selection Factors
The operating frequency of the reader and tag antenna has to be compatible with a standard for a 
particular application. EPC Gen2 and ISO are two major standards for the RFID industry [EPC06]. 
Also the ISO 24535 standard is typical for basic electronic vehicle registration applications, based 
on ISO 24535, many countries create their own ISO 24535 version [Intelli]. For EPC Gen2 or ISO 
24535, both standards are using the UHF band. The e-Plate [Wehr04] tested in UK is attached to 
the license plate using UHF band (868/915 MHz) and the E-Zpass already commercially used is 
adopting the frequency at 915 MHz [Wehr04]. The RFID system providers and hardware
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manufacturers such as 3M  [3M], Falken Secure Networks [Wehr04], TRANSCORE [Trans] and 
GAORFID [Gao] all using the UHF band for vehicular RFID applications. Comparing with other 
frequency bands, the UHF has several advantages [NikitOT]:
• A well regulated band with minimal interference;
• Low duty cycle resulting in low power consumption and longer life;
• Non-interference from other wireless communications devices in the vicinity such as 
microwave devices using frequencies at 2GHz and above as well as wireless headsets and car 
immobilisers;
• Longer read ranges.
The standardization and the advantages of the UHF band prompt the adoption of UHF band for 
the vast majority of the current vehicle RFID tags around the world which will support the longest 
range, though for such frequencies they will be subject to path loss models different to that of free 
space path loss conventionally used in RFID range prediction.
4.1.2 Plane earth model
As illustrated in Figure 4.1.1, where a tag is placed on the windscreen of a vehicle, two main 
paths exist in the radio link, the direct path and the path from the ground reflection (which in this 
case is the engine bonnet). A small number of reflections from nearby vehicles will exist, though 
their magnitude will be significantly less than that of the two paths illustrated because they will 
have a greater path length but they will also be subject to diffraction by the vehicle if placed at the 
bottom of a windscreen. Suppose a tag was placed on the licence plate at the front of the vehicle, 
as is another possibility, then the propagation scenario is very similar to that of the windscreen 
though in this case the scattering from other vehicles will be less significant if there is a line of 
sight from the tag to the reader. In these particular scenarios, a path loss model can be built on the 
plane earth model [SaundOS], also known as the two ray or two path model, illustrated in Figure
4.1.2.
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Figure 4.1.2 Plane earth model
Where ht and hr are the antenna height of the reader and tag antenna respectively above the 
ground plane, r is the distance between reader and tag antenna and r  ^ and ri are the two path 
lengths. The difference of r, and rz can be resolved by Pythagoras’ theorem:
(4.1)
Using the path difference, Ar, the resultant power, Pr can be resolved from the reflected and 
direct E-fields, Ed and Er as:
Pr = \Ea + Erl" = |Ed(l + = Pd|l + (4.2)
Where R is used as a reflection coefficient defined as the ratio of incident to reflected E-field. And 
the phase constant, p  is defined as 2n/X where X is the wavelength. Therefore for the total path loss 
referring to the transmit power, Pt, is:
2
(4.3)
For a vertically polarised (VP) tag.
VP Path Loss = I |l - /^ ii e^^ \
Where
R\\ —
A
47ir )
rii cos 6t — Tif cos 6i
(4.4)
(4.5)rii cos 6t + Tif cos di
R\\ is the reflection coefficient parallel to the vertical plane, which in this case corresponds to the
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vertical polarisation [Kress 13]; rij and are the relative refraction indices of the medium. The 
angles that the incident and refracted rays make to the normal of the interface are given as 6i and 
respectively. By applying Snell's law and trigonometric identities, 6  ^can be eliminated as 
follows:
R\\ =
Ui J l -  ( ^ s in 0 i)  -  n t cos
+ n fc o s0 i
For horizontally polarised (HP) tag.
(4.6)
HP Path Loss = ! ^  
Afir (4.7)
where:
n, cos 0c -  n t cos 6, ~
rij cos dt +  rij
R, =
rij cos 6i + rit cos 6^
(4 j)
Rj_ is the reflection coefficient referenced to the vertical plane for the horizontal polarisation 
[Kress 13]. Equation (4.4) and (4.8) show the path loss is polarisation dependent. In particular at 
large distances where there is a high incidence angle such that 7?^  will converge to -1 while R  ^
will converge to 1, This is in line with boundary conditions on a conductor where E-fields will 
propagate normal to the conducting plane, while tangential ones will not and reflect off with a 
phase inversion.
4.1.2 Tag Antenna Placements and Influence on Path Loss
In Equation (4.1), hr and h, were shown to be two parameters which affect the path loss. In Figure
4.1.3, the two tag positions of interest discussed in this chapter are illustrated. For the non-bonnet 
situation, ground reflection causes the second signal path where the its reflection coefficient will 
be embedded in the path loss model, while a tag on the windscreen of a van and bus or on a 
number plate as the most suited places to be retro fitted can be applied to this situation for model 
analysis. The height of windscreen-mounted tag to the ground could be in the range of 1 to 1.5m 
which depends on the type of vehicle and the position on the windscreen.
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R eader R eader
Non-bonnet situation
Tag
Actual Ground
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hr=0.1-0.3m
Bonnet Virtual ground
Actual Ground
Figure 4.1.3 Non bonnet and bonnet situation
However, in most cases the bonnet situation will apply, where the engine bonnet forms a ground 
plane and significantly reduces the effective height of the tag and reader antennas. Furthermore as 
the engine bonnet replaces the ground plane, a conductor reflection coefficient will be used in the 
path loss model instead. For the bonnet situation, due to the virtual ground formed by bonnet, the 
actual height of tag is in the range of 0.1m to 0.3m.
For such a channel scenario, the well known plane earth loss model is approximated at far 
distances, as the bonnet can be seen as a conductor, the will be infinite [Chen04] hence 
the/?x is derived to be -1, and substituting Ar in Equation (4.1) and using DeMovire’s Theorem 
for large r which causes Equation (4.7) to simplify to the following approximate model:
HP Path Loss =
4w
jp2hA
Atw
1-cos p
/ / Atw)
\ -e
2\
(4.9)
where Ar is the path difference between the line of sight and reflected path at distance r. The 
assumption behind this model is that the electric E-field reflected off the engine bonnet is 
reflected in anti-phase, such that at far distances when Ar «  X, the direct E-field path and the 
reflected E-field path arrive nearly in anti-phase (because the reflected path inverted its phase) 
thus causing significant loss proportional to / .  With vertical polarisation however, there is not a 
phase inversion for the reflected path at low grazing angles, causing R\\ to have a value of 1. This 
will cause the two paths to arrive close to being in phase and thus a lower loss than free space
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path loss can be theoretically achieved by modifying Equation (4.4) follows:
VP Path Loss = I — 1 |l + = f —
ATrr ) ' ' \A7ir
\ + eJP-
2h,h,
4nr (4.10)
And therefore VP is a more favoured polarisation to minimise the path loss. In other vehicular 
cases, the antenna may be slanted with both vertical and horizontal polarisation. Thus a variable 
reflection coefficient for this slanted polarisation (SP), i^ siant? is used as follows:
SP Path Loss
- W  I' (4.11)
The modified plane earth model is suitable for initial path loss investigation for vehicular case, 
however when taking the scattering environment into account, some additional time variant fading 
will also result. As some of the scattered signal caused by ground reflection and other vehicles at 
several angles of incidence are blocked and limited by the vehicle body itself, there is a small 
variation in fading which can be suitably modelled stochastically.
To analyse the polarisation effect on path loss for two different situations, the height of the reader 
antenna to the ground both is set to 3 m. For non-bonnet situation with a tag antenna height fixed 
at Im, the graph of path loss versus reading range over vertical and horizontal polarisation at 
900MHz is plotted in Figure 4.1.4.
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Figure 4.1.4 Path loss for a Tag height at Im
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For the bonnet situation, the effective height of the reader antenna is reduced by around Im to 2m. 
For tag antenna fixed at 0.1m, the graph of path loss versus reading range over different 
polarizations at 900MHz is shown in Figure 4.1.5.
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Figure 4.1.5 Path loss for Tag height at 0.1m
Comparing vertical and horizontal polarisation for the non-bonnet situation, a larger value of 
fading can be identified in the horizontal polarisation case, which implies vertical polarisation has 
the advantage to offer a more stable radio link and hence the reliability of tag detection can be 
assured. For the bonnet situation, when the distance to the reader is beyond 4m, the path loss for 
vertical polarisation is always less than that for horizontal polarisation. When comparing the two 
graphs, it can be found that the path loss is always less than -50dB for a low tag antenna height at 
far distance. Therefore it is desirable to place the tag on the windscreen or the number plate with a 
low tag height in vertical polarisation to achieve better tag detection rate and range. However, a 
number plate is more vulnerable to a shadowing loss meaning that large vehicles will be 
vulnerable to a larger path loss. Measurements presented later in this chapter will verify the 
polarisation dependency on path loss drawing on the assumption that in the vehicular there is a 
narrow scattering region; which can subsequently evaluate the gain achieved by using a vertically 
polarised tag.
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4.2 Reader Antenna Design
In Section 4.1, the centre frequency of the reader antenna was selected as UHF. However in the 
UHF band for RFID application, different countries had assigned different centre frequencies 
(Table 2.1.2). To design a universal reader antenna, the return loss bandwidth yielding a return 
loss greater than lOdB has to accommodate all of these UHF RFID frequency bands, which is 
from 840MHz to 960MHz. The orientation of the tag antennas mounted on the vehicle and their 
polarisation is unpredictable. To compensate the polarisation mismatch in these situations, the 
reader antenna has to be designed to have circular polarisation capability at the given bandwidth. 
Hence a suitable axial ratio bandwidth has to be the same as the impedance bandwidth (from 
840MHz to 960MHz).
Conventional microstrip antennas have a conducting patch printed on a grounded dielectric 
substrate and operate as resonant cavity elements. This operation leads inherently to a narrow 
impedance bandwidth, which is a barrier for microstrip antenna applications in wireless 
communications. Moreover in many of these applications, as further requirement would be a wide 
bandwidth frequency operation. So, the enhancement of the bandwidth is a major challenge for 
the antenna designer.
The impedance bandwidth of a microstrip antenna depends primarily on both the thickness and 
the dielectric permittivity of the substrate. A thick substrate with a low dielectric permittivity can 
increase the bandwidth of the printed patch. Both these selections could be a solution of the 
problem of bandwidth enhancement if the thickness of the substrate did not a) pose difficulties in 
integration of the antenna with other microwave circuits, and b) cause some other problems such 
as the surface wave propagation and the large inductive image part of the input impedance of the 
antenna, which makes its resonance unfeasible. Thus, a reasonable thickness should be considered 
in the selection of substrate and the bandwidth would be enhanced using additional techniques. 
The most common and effective of them are a) the loading of the surface of the printed element 
with slots of appropriate shape and b) the texturing of narrow or wide slits at the boundary of the 
microstrip patch. Other effective techniques used for the enhancement of the bandwidth is the
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utilisation of a) stacked, shorted or not patches, [ChairOO], [Zaid99], [Wong02] and b) extra 
microstrip resonators [Wu99]. The technique of stacked patches is based on the fact that the 
bandwidth is in general proportional to the antenna volume measured in wavelengths but at the 
same time a relatively large volume is a disadvantage for many applications. The utilisation of 
additional parasitic patches of different size directly- or gap-coupled to the main patch is an 
effective method but results to an increased antenna size which would also be undesired. Superior 
to these methods are the techniques of slot loading or texturing the patches by slits because they 
ensure the small size and the low profile of the antennas.
Some other broadband techniques are summarised below:
■ Use of an aperture-coupled feed, a microstrip-line feed, a capacitively coupled or an L-probe 
feed for exciting patch antennas for broadband operation [Wong02].
■ Using a thick air or foam substrate and the loading of a chip resistor on a microstrip antenna 
with a thin dielectric substrate, which decreases the quality factor of the microstrip antenna. 
That is also an effective way of increasing the antenna’s impedance bandwidth [Wong02].
■ Excite two or more resonant modes of similar radiating characteristics at adjacent frequencies 
to form a wide operating bandwidth [Wong02].
For a required bandwidth of 120MHz, corresponding to a 13% bandwidth and considering the 
factors of low cost, low complexity and compactness for an RFID reader, the techniques of using 
stacked parasitic patches and thick substrate were adopted. In order to cover specific interrogating 
zone, narrow beamwidth for reader antenna is required, hence antenna array had to be used for 
reader antenna design. It is also necessary that the antenna is not significantly wider than that of a 
street lamp post, to avoid aesthetic issues as well as maintaining resistance to wind.
Due to the use of a UHF frequency, the size of single element had exceeded the limitation of the 
diameter of the conventional lighting mast (100 to 150mm) [Cupho, Abacus]. To narrow the 
beamwidth in the elevation plane in to cover small area, a 1 by 2 antenna array was designed.
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4.2.1 Software Simulation
CST Microwave Studio 2009 was chosen to design and simulate the 1 by 2 antenna array, which 
was a three layer-stacked structure (including the feeding network layer). The overall size is 
200x400x23.375mm\ The layout of the antenna array is shown in Figure 4.2.1 and the structure 
of the single element is shown in Figure 4.2.2.
200mm
400mm
23.375mm
Figure 4.2.1 1 by 2 antenna
109mm
I Copper r I Rohacell R ogers RT5870
Parasitic patch
Upper iayer WÊÊÊÊÊÊÊIKÊÊÊÊÊ
Driven patch [
iower layer
feeding layer
G round
Figure 4.2.2 Layout of single element
The main parameters of the antenna array were summarised below;
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The substrate of each layer is all Rogers RT5870 with dielectric constant, £> equal to 2.33 
with height indicated in Figure 4.2.2. The size of the rectangular patch in upper layer was 
118xl22mm^; in middle layer was 107xl09mm^.
Rohacell (£> =1.07) with height 17mm is used between two layers to support the structure.
To generate circular polarisation, a 3dB hybrid coupler was used for each element. For each 
element, two edges of the driven patch were fed by the two output of the 3dB hybrid coupler. 
Then each element was connected by using a T-junction feeding network and quarter wave 
transformer was adopted to match the 50D feed point. The layout of the feeding network is shown 
in Figure 4.3.3.
Figure 4.2.3 Feeding network
Figure 4.2.4 Reflection coefficient Figure 4.2.5 AR bandwidth
In Figure 4.2.4, the simulated lOdB reflection coefficient bandwidth was 837 MHz to 958 MHz 
and in Figure 4.2.5, the simulated 3dB axial ratio bandwidth was 840 MHz to 955 MHz, The 
results both met the requirements covering the 120MHz bandwidth.
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(a) 3D radiation pattern
(b) 2D Pattern in azimuth plane (c) 2D Pattern in elevation plane
Figure 4.2.6 Radiation patterns at 900MHz
In Figure 4.2.6, the gain for the 1 by 4 array at 900MHz was 10.25dB. The 3dB beamwidth in
azimuth plane and elevation plane was 72.5°and 42.8° respectively.
4.2.2 Antenna Prototypes
The manufactured antenna array is illustrated in Figure 4.2.7.
m
Figure 4.2.7 Manufactured antenna array
The return loss of the antenna array was measured by the network analyser and the radiation 
pattern measurement was conducted in the anechoic chamber.
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Figure 4.2.8 Practical reflection coefficient
In Figure 4.2.8, the measured lOdB reflection coefficient bandwidth met the requirement (840 to 
960 MHz), the difference comparing with the simulation result might be caused by the effects of 
feeders in the prototype.
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Figure 4.2.9 Practical radiation pattern at 900MHz
In Figure 4.2.9, the measured results almost matched the simulation results and the vertical 
polarisation offers higher gain than the horizontal one, though the axial ratio still falls below 3dB.
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4.3 Measurement Campaign
To acquire the real vehicular channel information, two vehicle lanes in the main car park in the 
University of Surrey had been selected as the testing location (Figure 4.3.1), which was similar to 
the two-lane road environment and a commercial van with engine bonnet was chosen as the 
testing vehicle and a tag antenna was placed in the bottom right hand comer of the windscreen 
(Figure 4.3.2). This is of particular interest because the impact of polarisation on path loss is the 
most significant at this position. The testing range was 60m long and 6m wide.
m m
Figure 4.3.1 Measurement environment Figure 4.3.2 Testing van
According to the optimal angle stated in [Mara 13], the antenna array designed in previous section 
was mounted with tilting angle of 30° on a 3m high mast. A signal generator powered by external 
power generator was connected to the antenna array which is shown in Figure 4.3.3.
Figure 4.3.3 Reader antenna with mast
The tag antenna mounted on the windscreen was a 900HMz dipole antenna with the height of 
0.1m to the engine bonnet in Figure 4.3.4. Three different orientations were placed for the tag 
antenna to vary the polarisation.
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Windscreen
/
Three orientations
Figure 4.3.4 Tag antenna
The van moved at constant speed of 5 miles per hour along the two testing lanes respectively and 
would generate two sets of data which were near the mast situation named “Pos-near” and away 
from the mast situation named “Pos-far”. In each lane, three different polarisations, vertical, 
horizontal, slant were tested in turn.
Figure 4.3.5 Testing procedure illustration
The signal level received by the tag antenna was monitored by a portable spectrum analyser with 
20s sweeping time. To give time for the van to reach the constant speed, the sweeping was 
initiated when the van was 20m away from the mast. The measured path loss with the theoretical 
one for different polarisations is shown in Figure 4.4.1
w  «W «aw
Figure 4.3.6 Portable spectrum analyser
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4.4 Path Loss and Multipath Fading Analysis
It is clearly illustrated in Figure 4.4.1 that the measured path loss level increased as the van moved 
away from the reader and it followed the general trend of the theoretical calculation from the 
polarisation dependent path loss model for different polarisations.
Fading can be observed over the moving distance and the fluctuation was caused by the reflection 
from other vehicles parked nearby. The path loss for the horizontal polarisation is greater by 8dB 
than the vertical at 20m, as the horizontal polarisation was subject to the two paths adding 
together de-constructively, which is also in agreement with the polarisation dependent path loss 
model. Hence the modified plane earth model is justified to fit the vehicular environment because 
the restricted scattering, which would not be true in the same environment without the vehicle 
present, which causes the polarisation of the two dominant paths to impact the path loss. Clearly 
further multipath fading is caused due to the scattering from other nearby vehicles, though this 
contribution, as expected, is minor compared to the two paths and thus polarisation is still critical 
to the path loss.
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(a) Path loss for vertical polarisation
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Figure 4.4.1 Measured path loss for different polarisation
To model the multipath fading from other scatterers, it is necessary to extract the path loss, so that 
then the small scale fading can be analysed. To do so, the mean of sections of every ten samples 
had to be taken, so the path loss is normalised out and thus a OdB mean is obtained. Deriving the 
cumulative distribution of this fading, it can be evaluated to see if the multipath fading follows the 
Rician distribution [AbdiOl] from which the correct Rice factor or K  factor can be determined. By 
matching suitable theoretical curves, the K  factor for each polarisation was derived in Figure 4.4.2 
which indicated a good K  factor and hence a strong LOS.
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Figure 4.4.2 K factor verified by using CDF plot for each polarisation
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4.5 Vehicle Speed Detection
The vehicular RFID speed detection is based on evaluating the Doppler shift of a backscattered 
signal received from a tag. In general, the Doppler shift can be derived from the function:
r  ^fc fd  = ^ c o s a
(4.12)
Where v is vehicle speed and fc is operating frequency for the highway environment is shown in 
Figure 4.5,1.
Lamp post
Reader
Antennai
Tag
hr
d r
Figure 4.5.1 Doppler shift calculation
The angle 6 can be calculated as:
a =  tan  ^-
dr^ +  (ht — hr)^
— --------   (4.13)
Where dr is the lane width and r is the horizontal distance between reader and vehicle. According 
to the Equation (4.12) and assuming the lane length is 2m, the Doppler shift over different 
horizontal distances, r at the speed of 60 km/h for tag antenna at 0.3 and 1.2m is shown in Figure 
4.5.2.
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Figure 4.5.2 Doppler shift for tag antenna heights of 1.2m (left) and 0.3m (right)
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It can be seen from Figure 4.5.2, no matter what the tag height is, lower reader heights can offer a 
constant Doppler shift value after only 6m distance which is critical to passive tag with short 
reading range. Therefore the height of the reader antenna has to be as low as possible, considering 
the need to prevent the reader antenna being damaged or stolen, the height of the reader antenna 
can be set to 3 to 4m. It is of further interest, however to consider the potential obstruction from 
other vehicles if the reader height is too low. If cars are considered in general, however, the height 
of vehicles are within 1.5m (excluding goods or passenger vehicles) and the road width is 6m, a 
minimum height of 2m will avoid such obstructions assuming vehicles are separated by a 
minimum of Im, which is well exceeded to maintain breaking distances between vehicles.
In section 4.4, the new vehicular R FID path loss model has been verified by the practical 
measurement channel and the vehicular RFID channel information in terms of the 
cumulative distribution function has been extracted and it was proven that the channel had Rician 
characteristics. To generate the channel and Doppler shift, the channel between each vehicle tag 
and reader had to be modelled, where the channels between the tags and the reader could be 
treated as Rician channels based on earlier measurements. The correlation of these Rician 
channels knowing the K  factor can be evaluated by [Brown 10] [Eggers97]:
_  Pe +  X
P e x ~ i _ ^ ^  (4.14)
where pe is the envelope correlation of the Rayleigh part of the channel. The dependence of each 
channel can be resolved by using Equation (4.14) and the correlation plot over different vehicle 
separation distances with the parameters of three K  factors is shown in Figure 4.5.3.
 K=10
 K=15
 K=20
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Vehicle separation in m
Figure 4.5.3 Dependence of channels with different K factor
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It was noted in Figure 4.5.3, even when the vehicle separation was extended to 30m, two channels 
remain to be highly correlated. Comparing the curves with three different K  factors, it could be 
noticed that as the K  factor decreased, the mean correlation coefficient would reduce.
The software used to build the simulator was MATLAB Simulink. In order to test the correlation 
of the Rician channel blocks in the software, random data generated from two Rician channels 
was auto-correlated and the results showed that, for a K  factor between 10 to 20, the correlation 
coefficient was always above 0.9, hence it is sufficient to generate them independently and there 
was no need to apply correlation to the separate Rician channels. The method for Doppler shift 
acquisition from tag to reader link was shown in Figure 4.5.4. The Simulink realisation of the 
method is shown in Figure 4.5.5.
Tag Reader
Mixer Mixer
Channel with 
Doppler shift
Frequency
shifter
fo+fa.Baseband
signalfo
fo+fc I LPF
Carrier fc Carrier fc
Figure 4.5.4 Doppler shift acquisition method
S ig r3 l_ o s t i
pMxi R saW m sg to  
C sm p lex l
Figure 4.5.5 Simulink realisation for Doppler shift extraction
In Figure 4.5.4, after reader broadcasting the enquiry signal, the baseband signal responded by a
tag modulated with carrier signal through the channel with Doppler shift. During the
demodulation process, the received signal by reader was mixed with the carrier signal; th e
baseband signal with Doppler shift could subsequently be extracted from a low pass filter. By
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using a frequency shifter to normalise the baseband frequency, the Doppler shift frequency can be 
acquired. The backscattered signal from the tag was initially modulated with the carrier signal. 
Subsequently, the signal went through the charmel with path loss and Rician characteristics. When 
the Doppler shift set in the Rician fading channel was 60Hz, the Doppler shift frequency captured 
after the Peak Finding block was shown in the Display block. The slight difference is due to the 
sampling error.
4.5.1 SNR Effect
The ratio of the Doppler shift frequency peak to the second observed peak versus the SNR 
(Signal-to-Noise Ratio) for parameters is shown in Figure 4.5.6, for three fixed values of Doppler 
shift, while it is plotted versus SNR for fixed data rates (which will correspond to different system 
bandwidths) in Figure 4.5.7. The difference between two peaks became greater with an increase in 
SNR. The ratio is independent of both the Doppler shift and data rate. When the SNR is greater 
than 6dB, the peak ratio will be above 3dB, which is set as a threshold to assure accurate 
extraction of the Doppler shift.
20
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—  50Hz(60km/h)
—- 20Hz(25km/h)■■^15
10 20 25 30
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Figure 4.5.6 Peak difference ratio for various SNR value. Parameter set as Doppler shift is
varied when Data rate is fixed at 5kpbs
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Figure 4.5.7 Peak difference ratio for various SNR value. Parameter set as Data rate is 
varied when Doppler shift is fixed at lOOHz
It is assumed the reader is transmitting the maximum allowed power of 36dBm (under FCC 
regulation) and the realistic tag is a -IdBi dipole antenna. The noise floor at the reader’s receiver 
can be calculated by the Boltzmann constant, k, noise temperature T and bandwidth B resulting in 
a dBm noise power knowing the noise figure of the receiver (NF) as follows [YoonOS]:
Noise floor = lOlogio(ArZB) +NF (4.15)
For the data rate from 40 to lôOkpbs, the noise temperature is 290K, the noise figure is assumed 
to be lOdB as an extreme, and a bandwidth of 80 to 320kHz, which corresponds to a thermal 
noise from -125.5dBm to -119.1 dBm. To determine the SNR, the tag backscattering loss is 
assumed to be -5dB. For vertical polarisation, at a distance of 20m, the highest round-trip path 
loss is llOdB and the calculated highest SNR is 29.1dB. For horizontal polarisation, at a distance 
of 20m, the highest round trip path loss is 130dB and the calculated lowest SNR is around 9.1dB, 
assuming a required minimum SNR of 6dB which leaves a limited fade margin of around 3dB to 
extract the Doppler shift. A vertical tag polarisation is therefore more favourable in the 10-20m 
region to give large fade margin of at least 23dB assuming a required minimum SNR of 6dB. It is 
therefore desirable to design tags such that they will contain instructions to encourage the user to 
insert them into a vehicle windscreen with a vertical polarisation. This increased fade margin will 
also allow more margin for potential self interference caused by the reader.
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4.5.2 Non-collision Environment
In order to evaluate the capability of evaluating the Doppler of multiple tags arriving with 
different time slots where they do not collide, it is necessary to run multiple Doppler detection 
algorithms in parallel. The simplified structure of speed detection for multiple tags simulation is 
shown in Figure 4.5.8.
T ag 1 signal 
m odulated 
with carrier
T ag 2  signal 
m odulated 
with carrier
T ag 3  signal 
m odulated 
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Tag 4  signal 
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P ath  loss RicanC hannel
P ath  loss —► RicanC hannel
P ath  loss RicanC hannel
P ath  loss RicanC hannel
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Time m ask  3
Doppler shift 
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Doppler shift 
acquisition fd  for ta g  4
Figure 4,5.8 Four-tag channel Doppler shifts extraction
As shown in Figure 4.5.8, four parallel tags to read links were established. Each tag sent data at 
different time slots through the Rician channel with its respective path loss. The data from four 
channels was then combined together to be received by the reader. The reader using the 
corresponding time mask demodulated the data and recovered the information from each tag. The 
whole structure of the simulator is shown in Appendix 11. By adopting the Doppler shift 
acquisition method in Figure 4.5.4 for each tag, for four-channel in non-collision scenario, the 
Doppler shift frequency spectrum for each tag is shown in Figure 4.5.9.
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Figure 4.5.9 Doppler shift frequency spectrum
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Extraction results are shown in Table 4.5.1, where the decimal point is due to the length of the 
FFT, yet the accuracy is suitably close to the actual Doppler shift. In reality, multiple vehicles 
would not have such different Doppler shifts, though different shifts have been used here for 
purposes of clarity.
Tag Number fd in Rician channel (Hz) after extraction (Hz)
1 30 30.1
2 40 39.9
3 50 49.9
4 80 79.8
Table 4.5.1 Results o f four-channel Doppler shift extraction in non-collision environment
4.5.3 Collision Environment
Collision due to simultaneous tag responses is one of the key issues in RFID systems. It results in 
wastage of energy and increases identification delays. When an RFID reader identifies multiple 
tags attached to objects, the reader’s communication with the tags is over a shared wireless 
channel and collisions of tags will happen. To minimise collisions, RFID readers must use an 
anti-collision protocol.
Conventional anti-collision protocols are grouped into three broad categories: tree-based protocols, 
aloha-based protocols and hybrid protocols [KlairlO], also discussed in chapter 2. The ISO 
18000-6 Type A, B and C (equivalent to EPC Gen 2) are three standards for UHF RFID [Intelli]. 
For an anti-collision protocol. Type A uses a Slotted ALOHA LST/FST anti-collision protocol. 
Type B is uses a Binary Tree anti-collision protocol. Type C (EPC Gen 2)) is using Dynamic 
Frame Slotted ALOHA (or Q algorithm) Random anti-collision protocol [Bang09]. The 
ALOHA-based anti-collision protocol can offer shorter delay to read the multiple tags 
successfully, which is critical to the detection of fast moving vehicles. Thus Type A and C are a 
better choice. Besides the ISO 18000-6C is the prevailing standard in the current industry, the 
Dynamic Frame Slotted ALOHA (or Q algorithm) Random anti-collision protocol is the best
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option. The dynamic Frame Slotted ALOHA protocol is implemented as shown in Figure 4.5.10.
Single Tag Rwy-------------------------------
 1 QusryPsp or
Reader | Select | CW | Query | cw | Ack | cw  | QueiyRep | OisryAojust
rf EPG is
NAK NAKifEPC 
— — ------' is invalid
Tag RN16 PC-ÆPC+GRC16
(a) Example of Gen 2 protocol for single tag reply
-Coilidâd Ssply ^.4 No Reply  Invalid ACK------
Reader | Query | cw  | Query Rep | cw  | QueryRep | CW | Ack | CW | Query
Tag I RN16 | | RNlQ |
I RN16 I
(b) Example of Gen 2 protocol 
Figure 4.5.10 Dynamic Frame Slotted ALOHA protocol IBang09]
A reader transmits information within a frame with 22-bit Query. It notifies a beginning of the 
frame and the exponent of the frame size to the tags. At the beginning of every slot, the reader 
transmits a 4-bit QueryRep to the tags. Then, the tags generate random number ranging from 0 to 
(frame size minus 1) and count the number of “QueryRep” responses. If the counted numbers 
match the generated random number, the tag responds to the query of the reader. To reduce the 
slot time, the tag transmits a 16-bit temporary ID, RN16, during its slot time. Thereby, it can save 
the time for collided and empty slots. If a tag successfully transmits its RN16 without error or 
collision, the reader sends ACK to the tag to receive desired data including 96 or 256-bit 
Electronic Product Code (EPC) and 16-bit CRC.
A frame-size estimator is the key part of DFS-Aloha because the reader is not able to know how 
many tags exist in its region. If the estimated frame size is too large with respect to the actual 
number of tags, the number of empty slots will be increased. On the other hand, if it is too small, 
most slots in the frame will be failed due to collision. Consequently, the imperfect frame-size 
estimation degrades the performance of DFS-Aloha. The Q-Algorithm introduced in EPCglobal 
Class 1 Gen 2 protocol is very simple estimator for DFS-Aloha unlike other estimators that 
requires complicate computations or large memory [Bang09].
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Due to the nature of mobility of the vehicle, the collision environment for the vehicular RFID 
system can be more complex than the conventional static RFID system. At high speed, the 
required human reflection and breaking distance is large (96m for lOOkph), hence the number of 
tags which appear in the interrogating area will be low. The collision only happens when two 
vehicle are at the same radius in circle of the reading range which is illustrated in the Figure 
4.5.11. However once the collision happens, the delay caused by the applied anti-collision 
algorithm to read the multiple tags successfully is critical as the time of vehicle spotted at the 
interrogating area is very short.
■ Tag
Fast lane
Slow lane
Reader
Figure 4.5.11 High speed collision environment
To acquire the collision possibility in the high speed situation, a simple simulation model was 
built. According to the EPC Gen2 standard, for the single tag identification, a full cycle requires 
5ms, hence the 10ms was set for the two vehicle arriving time difference. A two-lane situation was 
set up, the max reading range was 20m with one lane at the speed of lOOkm/h, another was 
I20km/h and 1000 vehicles were moving on each lane with separation based on the “two seconds’ 
safety driving distance role. Also some fluctuation was put on the “two seconds” to take account 
for the different driving habitat. After running the simulation, the possibility of two vehicles 
arriving at the reading radius within 10ms time difference was around 2.5%. This may imply that 
for the non-stationary situation, the collision was low. Figure 4.5.12 shows the collision 
probability for the different vehicle speeds in the slow lane with 20km/h lower speed than in the 
fast lane.
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Figure 4.5.12 Collision probability for the different vehicle speed on two-lane road
To tackle the 2.5% collision, the anti-collision protocol has to respond before the vehicle in the 
fast lane moving out of the reading area. For the 20m max reading range and 80m/h situation, the 
time has to be less than 50ms. For Dynamic Frame Slotted ALOHA protocol, the redundant time 
for identifying 10 tags is less than 1ms which can easily meet the requirement. For the Simulink 
simulation, the block diagram is shown in Figure 4.5.13.
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Path
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Path
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delay
Time
delay
DFSA
Rican
Channel
Rican
Channel
Fd for tag #Doppler shift acquisition
Tag signal from 
fast lane modulated 
with carrier
Tag signal from 
slow  lane modulated 
with carrier
Figure 4.5.13 Block diagram for anti-collision protocol
The tag signal block represents the backscattered signal from the moving vehicle and the time 
delay block generates time delay based on the “two seconds” safety driving distance role plus 
some random uncertainty. If no collision happened, the signal will be passed to extract the 
Doppler shift. When the collision is detected by the DFSA, the DFSA will give different extra 
delay to the delay block to recover the collided signal.
Combining the Doppler shift acquisition method in Figure 4.5.4 and the DFSA protocol, for 
two-channel in collision scenario, the Doppler shift extraction results is shown in Table 4.5.2
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Tag Number fd in Rician channel fd after extraction
1 40 39^
2 80 794
Table 4.5.2 Results o f four-channel Doppler shift extraction in collision environment
For the four-lane situation, the collision probability for different vehicle speed is shown in Figure 
4.5.14. The speed from the slowest to the fastest lane is increased by the step of 20km/h.
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Figure 4.5.14 Collision probability for the different vehicle speed on four-lane road
As shown in Figure 4.5.14, with the increasing the number of the lanes, the collision probability is 
increased to 10% for the four-lane road. And the anti-collision protocol simulation can be realised 
by adding two more tag signal blocks and DFSA feedback lines.
At a low speed, the required safety driving distance is small. Considering the worst situation, the 
traffic flow is jammed and the maximum number of tags would appear in the interrogating area. 
For passive tags the maximum reading range is around 20m, the average length of the vehicle can 
be set at 3m, hence for the two-lane situation, the maximum number of tags in the interrogating 
area can be up to 15. Comparing to the conventional RFID system (supply chain, inventory 
management) using Slotted ALOHA protocol which be able to handle 200 to 500 tags within the 
reading range, the tag density in this situation is still very low hence the collision can be identified 
and corrected with low latency.
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4.6 Summary
The initial development of an intelligent vehicular RFID system had been conducted with primary 
focus on a new propagation model for vehicular RFID system considering the facts of polarisation 
effect and shape of the realistic vehicle, besides the function of speed detection based on the 
Doppler shift of the contiguous wave, the expected SNR from measurement and chances of 
collision to suit EPC Gen 2 standards were fully investigated.
A two lane highway model with a reader antenna on the roadside was proposed. The operating 
frequency for the vehicular RFID system had been selected at UHF band. By modifying plane 
earth model to adapt tag polarization and the vehicle engine bonnet effects to conduct path loss 
analysis, the tag on the windscreen or the number plate with a low tag height in vertical 
polarisation was found to achieve better tag detection rate and range.
A 1 by 2 universal circularly polarised antenna array for a reader antenna with lamp post 
installation had been designed and tested which met the performance requirement in terms of 
impedance bandwidth, axial bandwidth and radiation pattern. The lOdB return loss bandwidth and 
axial ratio bandwidth of the antenna array could accommodate all these UHF RFID frequency 
band which was from 840MHz to 960MHz.
A channel field measurement had been conducted and the path loss for three different 
polarisations had been measured from which the characteristics have been analysed as a Rician 
channel with a K  Factor around 15 to 20. The basic simulator for Doppler shift extraction was 
developed to detect the Doppler shift successfully in the non-collision and collision situation. 
Extraction of the Doppler shift of multiple vehicles was sufficient using this technique where only 
information about the velocity was desired. In the forthcoming chapters. Pseudo Doppler is 
analysed as an alternate and more reliable method with low complexity.
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Chapter 5
Pseudo Doppler for Vehicular RFID, Theory 
and Simulations
The speed of the observed object and angular relationship between object and observing point are 
two inherent properties embedded in the Doppler Effect. In this chapter, the latter property is 
analysed for the vehicle to roadside and the adapted Pseudo Doppler shift extraction technique for 
vehicular RFID system is investigated and developed. A simulation-based study of Pseudo 
Doppler for a vehicular RFID system is carried out. The theory of Pseudo Doppler is reviewed 
initially and a MATLAB based RFID simulator was developed for comparative analysis with 
conventional Doppler.
A modified Pseudo Doppler model is proposed for the vehicle to roadside case. Then the 
frequency shift extraction for normal and Pseudo Doppler was conducted by FFT (Fast Fourier 
Transform) though the shortcomings of this are analysed due to the artificial means by which 
Doppler shift is created from Pseudo Doppler. In identifying the need for an alternate method to 
measure the Pseudo Doppler shift, from which the angle of arrival can be determined, a novel 
phase gradient based method, which can be evaluated fi*om baseband information recovered by an 
RFID reader, is proposed as a low complexity method to evaluate the Doppler shift.
5.1 The Doppler Effect and Pseudo Doppler
The Doppler Effect (or Doppler Shift), named after the Austrian physicist Christian Doppler, who 
proposed it in 1842 in Prague, is the change in frequency of a wave (or other periodic event) for 
an observer moving relative to its source [PetreOl]. For a moving signal radiator, the Doppler shift 
frequency at the observation point in the situation illustrated in Fig 5.1.1 can be calculated from 
Equation (5.1) [PetreOl].
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Figure 5.1.1 Doppler Effect
/ , = - / ,  cos a  (5 ,1)
Where is the Doppler frequency, is the speed of object, is the transmitting frequency 
and c is speed of the light
If Vm, f  and c are known parameters, hence if the f^ can be captured, the value of a  can be 
calculate in Equation (5.2) and the angular relationship between the incident signal and the 
observation point can be resolved:
-1 /dC
%  (5.2)
For a typical vehicular RFID system, the relative distance between the tag and reader antenna 
always varies as the moving nature of the automobile, hence the Doppler Effect is inherent to the 
vehicular RFID channel. In Chapter 4, the Doppler Effect is explored to detect the vehicle speed 
through vehicular RFID channel.
The underlying theory for Pseudo Doppler is similar to the normal Doppler Effect. However, it 
has broader applications in the areas of direction finding. Pseudo Doppler has been intensively 
studied for many years, [Peave97] used a pseudo-Doppler system enhance the accuracy of a single 
channel interferometer based system without the expense of a multichannel receiver. [Whit 10] 
designed a novel pseudo-Doppler antenna array capable of high gain. [Aloi09] developed a 
simulation model of a single channel Pseudo Doppler (PD) radio frequency (RF) direction finding 
system for vehicle localisation, but currently there is no research on applying Pseudo Doppler for 
RFID or vehicular RFID applications.
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5.2 Theory of Pseudo Doppler
The Pseudo Doppler technique is a phase comparison method, which exploits the Doppler shift on 
successive samples of a circular array of antenna elements. Measurements of phase differences 
between the elements of a multi-element antenna array enable the azimuth angle of the arriving 
signal to be determined. In principle, an antenna element could be moved in a circular path in 
Figure 5.2.1, so that the instantaneous frequency of the received signal would be modified. 
Alternatively, a rotating commutative RF switch is used to couple a receiver in rapid sequence to 
the elements of the array in Figure 5.2.2, thereby introducing a frequency shift on the received 
signal which is extracted by a frequency discriminator. As the antenna moves, it imposes a 
Doppler shift on the arriving signal. The magnitude of the Doppler shift is at a maximum as the 
antenna moves directly toward and away from the direction of the incoming signal, while it is at a 
minima when it passes the direction of arrival.
S ign al source
D irection  o f the  
in stantan eou s speed
R otation A ntenna
Figure 5.2.1 Rotation Doppler OF system
There is no apparent frequency shift when the antenna moves orthogonal to the wavefront 
[Cianos93] due to the fact a = 90°, hence the cosa = 0 andy^= 0 in Equation (5.1). The azimuth 
angle is given by the angular position of the rotator at which zero instantaneous frequency shift 
occurs. Ambiguity can be removed by taking account of the angles at which maximum positive 
and negative frequency shifts occur.
Unfortunately, the Rotation Doppler DF technique has practical limitations. First, mechanical 
systems are often cumbersome, and more erratic when compared to their electronically scanned 
brethren. Additionally, DF systems require reasonably high signal to noise ratios (and thus high
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modulation frequencies), which is not feasible for mechanically rotating DF antennas [RdfD7]. 
Instead, electronically switched antenna arrays are used, an example of which is presented in 
Figure 5.5.2. It is essentially a single channel, time-sampled interferometer. This method is known 
as the pseudo-Doppler DF technique.
Emitter
Switching
direction
Do A (pr =45°
DoA (pr =-135°
Figure 5.2.2 Switching Doppler DF system
As in Figure 5.2.1 it indicates an antenna element on a rotating pedestal with a radius r. The 
physical rotation modulates the incoming signal due to the Doppler Effect: if the antenna moves 
toward the radiation source, the apparent frequency of the source increases, and vice-versa when 
the antenna moves away from the source. The instantaneous amplitude of the received signal may 
be modelled as the following [Rohde 10]:
E{f) -  /Icos0(r) = ^cos /  2 ^  . . ^w t^ - f  c o s ( w /  - a )  + (p
(5.3)
Where the pedestal rotates at frequency cOr, the frequency of the carrier signal is «%, the radius of 
the pedestal is r, the carrier phase offset is (p and the angle of arrival (AOA) is a. Considering 
the rate of change of 0(/), then blocking the DC component:
dt
27jr w,. s\n{wf  -  a)
Sjj ~ sin( w f  — cr)
& = -sin (w J)
(5.4)
(5.5)
(5.6)
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The phase of So is then being compared to a reference signal Sr derived from the antenna rotation
to yield the AOA, a.
As in Figure 5.2.2, the value of (pr changes with the sampling position which results in a frequency 
shift of 0 when q>i is exactly coincident with the incoming signal azimuth angle with an 0° phase 
ambiguity. Therefore similar to the situation in Figure 5.2.1, near zero frequency shift occurs at 
angles 45° and -135°. The ambiguity can be resolved by finding the maximum negative frequency 
shift at -45° and the maximum positive frequency shift at 135° when the antenna moves parallel to 
the wavefront.
Consider a linearly modulated signal impinging on an Na-element circular array
x{t) = 7w(0cos (coc (0 + 6) (5 .7 )
Assume that the receiver switches from the z* antenna to the (/ +1)*  antenna every f  seconds.
Now each antenna imposes a phase shift of:
InR f  2m ^  
 c o s  O
a  I # ,
(5.8)
where R is the radius of the circular array, X is the wavelength of interest, O is the angle of arrival 
and i = Q...Na -  1. Now if the switch changes to the neighbouring antenna every Ts seconds, it 
imposes a time varying phase shift:
InR 
, ( 0  =  — c o s
C '  a  n=l
where u{t) is the unit step function. The received signal is then:
r{t) = m(t)cos^J + 0 + ^ ^ c o s ^ ^ ' ^ u ( t - n f ) - ^
Ignoring for the moment the message signal, the output of an FM discriminator is:
/ w = d^,
, _ I ttR
WJ +  0  H COS
X
Y ,u { t-n T ^ )-^
yj
(5.9)
(5.10)
(5.11)
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^  V a  n= l J ^ a  n=l
(5.12)
Now, since this is not a true differentiator, but a discrete approximation, there is a delay of TJ2:
-,. 2;rf? 2k ^  . 2k 1
(5.13)
Now, after down-conversion, the carrier term can be ignored. Thus:
(5.14)
The samples for every Na values can be entered into a vector:
f[n\ =
2kR 2k  ( 2k  1
2kR 2k  ^  .
(5.15)
Now, the FFT of this vector is:
v„-i
n=0 (5.16)
In the expression above, each sum will be zero for all values of k except k = \ .  Further, for Ar= 1,
F [l] =  c
p r
sin
71
0 --------- + 1  COS
N. '
O - 71
ÏL (5.17)
Thus the estimated AOA is:
^  7T K
0  = Z F [ 1 ] - - + —  
2 N„ (5.18)
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5.3 Pseudo Doppler Simulation for A Uniform Linear Array
For a typical vehicular RJFID charmel, as shown in Figure 5.3.1, a uniform linear array as a reader 
is a suitable implementation and a tag antenna was placed on the roadside. It is equally possible 
that the tag could be in the vehicle and the array antenna on the roadside, but either way around 
the direction finding technique still applies in the same way. The vehicle was moving straight with 
a constant speed. When switching the element in the uniform linear array as illustrated in Figure
5.3.1, the Pseudo Doppler Effect can be generated. The direction of pseudo movement was normal 
to the actual movement of the vehicle. If the switching time among elements was constant, hence 
the pseudo speed is the spacing between two elements over the switching time interval.
Direction of motion
■
Van \
T ■
Direction of 
Switching
Pseudo direction
É
Figure 5.3.1 Pseudo Doppler in vehicular RFID
By modifying the standard Doppler shift Equation (5.1), the Pseudo Doppler shift frequency in 
the pseudo direction can be calculated as:
(5.19)
Where is the Doppler frequency, Vp is the speed of switching, is the transmitting 
frequency and c is speed of the light. The AoA from Pseudo Doppler detection can be derived as:
a  -  sm ' f j F
, f  V \ J c  p  J (5.20)
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For normal Doppler, the Doppler shift frequency in the vehicle direction is calculated in Equation
(5.1), hence the AoA from normal Doppler detection can be derived as:
cr = cos A J j L
(5.21)
The AoA estimation from normal Doppler was related to cos function, however the Pseudo 
Doppler was related to sin function.
sinacosa
Afd
Afpd‘
►
Figure 5.3.2 Normal and Pseudo Doppler comparison
In Figure 5.3.2 when the vehicle with on-board reader approaches the tag from some distance 
away, to estimate the same amount of variation in angle Aa, a smaller amount of variation in 
Doppler frequency shift or gradient is shown to be smaller with the normal Doppler based method 
compared to the Pseudo Doppler based one. Therefore the normal Doppler based estimation is 
vulnerable to errors in precision while the Pseudo Doppler based one can take the advantage of 
the large variation in Doppler shift to provide a higher accuracy in resolving the change in angle, 
thus providing a more reliable AoA estimation. Although the normal Doppler based method can 
gain the ability when the vehicle is very close to the tag, this particular scenario is less useful than 
detecting at a longer range.
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5.3.1 Simulator Development
To analyse the Pseudo Doppler effect in the vehicular RIFID system, a MATLAB based RFID 
Pseudo Doppler simulator was developed and the functional block diagram of the simulator is 
shown in Figure 5.3.3.
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Random Bits
Carrier
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Channel with 
Doppler shift
Baseband 
With Doppler — ►FFT
fd
Carrier fc
Channel with 
Pseudo Doppler 
shift fpd
Baseband 
with Pseudo 
Doppler
> FFT
Figure 5.3.3 Simulator block diagram
Random bits with 240Hz bandwidth represented the baseband signal. It was modulated by a 
2.4kHz carrier. For comparative analysis, the modulated signal was fed into two separated radio 
channels. One channel contained normal Doppler shift fa and in another one. Pseudo Doppler shift 
fpd was embedded. After the demodulation process, the recovered baseband signal with two types 
of Doppler shift was transformed by FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) in order to investigate the shift 
value in frequency spectrum.
The model in Figure 5.3.1 was adopted to form the channel with Pseudo Doppler Effect. Four 
identical signal sources were created to represent the four uniformed antenna array elements and 
random variables were added to represent fading in the channel. The switching time was 
controlled by the length of the transmitted bits and spacing of the signal source was realised by 
adding phase delay to the received signal. For the normal Doppler channel, the shift was 
generated based on assuming the signal source was moving in the pseudo direction.
The tuning parameter in the simulator was a, which is the AOA in azimuth. The maximum 
Doppler shift frequency in the standard channel was set to 120Hz initially and the spacing 
between each signal source was set to half of the wavelength.
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5.3.2 Results Analysis
When the angle, a  = 30°, 45°, 90° the output from the FFT blocks were shown in Figure 5.3.4 (a),
(b) and (c) respectively.
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Figure 5.3.4 Fast Fourier Transform Output of the Comparison of Pseudo Doppler vs Standard
Doppler in a Uniform Linear Array
It can be observed in Figure 5.3.4 that the frequency response of recovered baseband signal with 
no Doppler shift was situated at the centre of the spectrum which indicated zero shifts. For a  = 
30° or 45°, the normal Doppler frequency shift can be identified clearly in the frequency spectrum 
after applying FFT to the simulated channel. The calculated frequency shift by Equation (5.1) for 
a  = 30°, 45° was 60Hz and 85Hz which matched to the identified normal Doppler frequency shift 
in the Figure 5.3.4 (a) & (b). With the increasing of a, the cos a in Equation (5.1) increased, hence 
the normal Doppler peak shifted towards to the maximum value.
However for the Pseudo Doppler channel, when a  = 30° only repeated frequency peaks can be 
observed in Figure 5.3.4 (a). With the increasing of angle a, the repeated frequency peaks 
remained with same value. Only when a  = 90°, the Pseudo Doppler frequency can be resolved 
correctly at the maximum point from FFT. Hence the FFT based Pseudo Doppler extraction 
method is not reliable. It can be found in the later section, the failures of the FFT for the Pseudo 
Doppler for a = 30°, 45° which is caused by the discontinuities in the phase.
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5.4 Phase Gradient Method
As discussed in Section 5.3.2, the FFT method is not capable of extracting the Pseudo Doppler 
frequency. Hence a novel phase gradient evaluation based method was developed to resolve the 
frequency shift buried in the Pseudo Doppler.
Assuming cr= 90° in Equation (5.2):
/ . = ^ / c  (5.22)
p F f F J l k  (5.23)
A C
Acp =  f d  =  (5.24)
Substituting p and in Acp:
2nfc fd
= — J^cM  = 2 n f,A t  (5 .2 5 )
Acp is phase variation over At, in the general case at angle a, from normal to the direction of 
motion:
Vm = V a s in a  (5.26)
fd =  fd  («) =  fd sin  a  (5.27)
A(p = Acp (a) (5.28)
The frequency shift then can be deduced as:
2n At (5.29)
^  can be seen as the gradient of phase curve plot.
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Replacing the FFT block in Figure 5.3.3 by the PGM (Phase gradient method) block and modified 
block diagram is shown in Figure 5.4.1.
BW=240Hz
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Random Bits
Carrier
fc=2.4kHz
Channel with 
Doppler shift
fd
Channel with 
Pseudo Doppler 
shift jp d
Carrier fc
Baseband PGMWith Doppler
Baseband
with Pseudo ------> PGM
Doppler
Figure 5.4.1 Modified simulator block diagram
To derive the phase gradient, the phase information has to be calculated. The phase of 
demodulated baseband signal with two types of Doppler for different incident angle is shown in 
Figure 5.4.2 (a), (b) and (c).
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Figure 5.4.2 Phase for different incident angle
It can be noticed in Figure 5.4.2, the phase variation for the Pseudo Doppler was more stable than 
that for normal Doppler and when a  = 90°, the phase variation for two situations are almost 
overlapped with each other. In Figure 5.4.3, the gradient of phase when a  =30°,45°, 90° for two 
types of Doppler was calculated and plotted by the PGM block in Figure 5.4.1. The output of 
PGM block is shown in Figure 5.4.3.
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Figure 5.4.3 Output Frequency shift form PGM block
It can be seen in Figure 5.4.3, for different incident angles, repeated patterns existed on the output 
of the PGM block. For the normal Doppler shift, the peak positive value of the curve indicated the 
correct calculated frequency shift value for the three incident angle.
For the Pseudo Doppler shift, when a  = 30°, the repeated positive peaks indicate the value of the 
Pseudo Doppler frequency shift was 60Hz which matched to the calculated value by Equation
(5.2). When a  = 45° or 90°, the peak value indicates the frequency shift at 85Hz and 120Hz 
respectively and correctly.
The simulated results prove the feasibility of the concept of phase gradient method for extracting 
the Pseudo Doppler frequency shift.
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5.5 Summary
In this chapter, the evaluation of Pseudo Doppler shift extraction for vehicular RFID system had 
been conducted. The uniform linear array instead of the conventional circular array was proposed 
which reduces the complexity of normal Pseudo Doppler system used for AoA estimation. Better 
performance in the aspects of estimation accuracy and resilience to the interference were two 
advantages for Pseudo Doppler based AoA estimation comparing to the normal Doppler. The 
MATLAB based simulator integrated vehicular RFID channel and Pseudo Doppler had also been 
developed.
The comparative analysis indicated that FFT method was only suitable to extract the frequency 
shift from normal Doppler Effect. For the Pseudo Doppler channel, only when a  = 90°, the 
Pseudo Doppler frequency could be resolved correctly at the maximum point from FFT, for any 
other incident angle, only repeated frequency peaks could be observed in the frequency spectrum. 
Hence the FFT based Pseudo Doppler extraction method was not reliable.
The novel phase gradient based method was developed to overcome the short coming of the FFT 
method for Pseudo Doppler shift extraction, when a = 30°, a = 45° and 90°, the repeated positive 
peaks indicated the value of the Pseudo Doppler frequency shift. The simulated results proved the 
feasibility of the concept of phase gradient method for extracting the Pseudo Doppler frequency 
shift.
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Chapter 6
RFID-based Vehicle Direction Finding
In previous chapter, the concept of Pseudo Doppler shift extraction for the vehicular RFID system 
had been validated and this concept is further exploited in this chapter to estimate the direction of 
the vehicle in the real environment. This chapter is organised as follows: initially a 2.4GHz 4 by 4 
circularly polarised antenna array was designed and fabricated as an on-vehicle reader. The 
performance of lOdB return loss bandwidth for single element and 3dB axial ratio bandwidth was 
tested. The gain for single element in the 4 by 4 array was measured in the anechoic chamber. 
Then the theoretical model for RFID direction finding was established and investigated through 
data taken from a measurement campaign. The channel impulse response was measured and the 
narrow band response was derived. Capon’s minimum variance method [Mondal3] was used to 
verify the validation of the angular information contained in the measured channel impulse 
response.
The correlation distance analysis was then conducted to find a valid distance range for angle of 
arrival (AoA) extraction. The Pseudo Doppler for vehicular RFID channel was generated and the 
phase gradient method was used to extract to extract the AoA in the real channel. Finally, for 
purposes of showing as an example application, the extracted AOA information was applied to a 
global positioning system (GPS), information which was simultaneously captured in measurement 
campaign to show how vehicular RFID can be used to support improvement in accuracy for 
scenarios including a tunnel or a built up urban environment.
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6.1 Background to Direction Finding Methods
As the number of vehicles on the road is increased, it brings heavy traffic congestion on road 
demanding the need for intelligent transport solutions such as enhanced navigation and 
localisation. Two useful parameters to support such technologies for this traffic monitoring 
systems are the speed and direction of the vehicle on the road (In Figure 6.1.1). The conventional 
way to monitor traffic is using cameras in the traffic control centre from which human can 
identify the location of the traffic congestion; however it requires a huge volume of human labour 
and expensive cost. Another way is to use inductive loops beneath the road to count the number of 
passing vehicle over certain period of time, which requires expensive installation and maintenance 
cost [Leel 1], as the inductive coil uses large areas of installation where a magnetic sensor is used 
for detecting the direction of a vehicle.
F igure 6.1.1 Direction of traffic
Another possible way to estimate the direction of a vehicle is using radio-frequency (RF) signal
direction finding (DF) systems which are widely used to estimate the angle of arrival (AOA) of an
incident RF signal and they usually consist of an antenna array followed by one or more receivers.
Multiple receiver systems provide better AOA estimates at the expense of complexity and
hardware cost. Two widely known examples that utilise multiple receivers (channels) are the
multiple signal classification (MUSIC) and the estimation of signal parameters via rotational
invariance technique (ESPRIT) algorithms [Sch86, Roy89]. Single receiver (channel) systems
provide moderate accuracy, but a significant benefit in terms of weight, cost, complexity and
power consumption. The two widely known single-channel DF systems are the Watson-Watt and
the Doppler/Pseudo Doppler (PD) algorithms [Ham89, Rdf99]. The Watson-Watt DF method is
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amplitude-based, whereas the PD is phase-based. The automotive industry is always pushing the 
envelope to provide their customers with added wireless capabilities in a low-cost fashion. As an 
increasing number of RFID systems are being used in the automobile industry across the world, 
vehicular RFID based vehicle direction finding would be a cost-effective solution.
Lam p post
Tag
O n-board
Reader
Figure 6.1.2 Proposed model
The proposed novel method is based on a vehicular RFID technique illustrated in Figure 6.1.2. A 
tag is placed on the roadside and reader is installed inside the vehicle. By knowing the angular 
relationship between tag and on-board reader derived from the RFID channel, the direction of the 
moving vehicle can be determined. Knowledge about the distance of the tag can also assist in 
identifying the location of the tag. The setup proposed in Figure 6.1.2 could also be applied the 
other way around where the reader is placed on a roadside, or on another vehicle, while the tag is 
placed on the vehicle. The PD DF method proposed in the previous chapter can be to vehicle to 
roadside or roadside to vehicle applications using RFID based on the measurement results 
presented in this chapter.
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6.2 Antenna Design and Measurement Setup
To obtain a large volume of results from which repeatability of the PD DF method could be 
evaluated, a 16 element 4x4 planar array antenna was designed operating at the 2.4GHz ISM band. 
Furthermore each of the elements was circular polarised to reflect the typical characteristics of a 
reader antenna. Only four of the 16 elements were required to evaluate PD DF though four sets of 
four elements were available to assist in evaluating repeatability. Two tag antennas were placed at 
the roadside, again for purposes of testing repeatability, which were linearly polarised. For each 
element of the 16 element array antenna, as illustrated in Figure 6.2.1 in order reduce axial ratio 
within the operating frequency range and enhance the circular polarisation, two techniques 
[Lava 12] were used, one was using a square patch with two comers removed and second was the 
positioning feeding point off the axis.
6.2.1 Reader Antenna Array Simulation
GST Microwave Studio was chosen to simulate and optimise the 4x4 antenna array. After 
optimisation, the dimension of the square patch printed in the substrate FR4 {s,. = 4.55) was 29mm 
by 29mm with edge cut off with width of 4.9mm and the feeding point was off the axis by a value 
of X of 2mm and y  of 10.6mm as illustrated in Figure 6.2.1. The overall size of the antenna array 
was 200x200x1.6mm^, which was a single layer structure and the spacing between each element 
was 0.4 wavelengths. The layout of the antenna array in the simulation is shown in Figure 6.2.2.
Copper FR4 Feeding point
29mm
29mm
Figure 6.2.1 Structure for the single element
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Figure 6.2.2 Layout of the 4x4 antenna array
As the group [1,2, 5, 6], [3, 4, 7, 8], [9, 10, 13, 14], [11, 12, 15, 16] contains four identical sets of 
elements, the performance evaluations of each element in the antenna array can be focused on the 
four elements from one of the either groups. Therefore the properties of the elements [1, 2, 5, 6] 
are selected to be further analyzed which includes the reflection coefficient and AR bandwidth.
Element 1 
Element 2 
Element 5 
Element 6
D)
-25
-30
-35
2.65
-4 0 ^
2.25 2.45 2.52.3 2.35 2.4 2.55 2.6
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 6.2.3 Reflection coefficient for Elem ent |1, 2, 5, 6 |
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Element 1 
Element 2 
Element 5 
Element 6
m 24
2.3 2.35 2.4 2.45 2.5 2.55 2.6 2.65
Frequency (GHz)
Figure 6.2.4 AR bandwidth for Element [1, 2, 5, 6|
In Figure 6.2.3, the simulated lOdB return loss bandwidth is from 2.34 GHz to 2.46 GHz. And in 
Figure 6.2.4, the simulated 3dB axial ratio bandwidth is 2.38 GHz to 2.44 GHz. The results both 
meet the requirements of return loss and axial ratio bandwidth at 2.4GHz. The mutual coupling 
between elements results in performance variation from element to element. The inner element [6] 
suffered worse mutual coupling effect than outer element [1, 2, 5], hence the difference in 
reflection coefficient and axial ratio between inner and outer elements existed.
FarfieldApproximation enabled (kp » 1)Monitor farfield (broadband) (IJComponentOutputFrequencyRad. effic.Tot. effic.
(a) 3D radiation pattern
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Figure 6.2.5 Radiation patterns at 2.4GHz for Element
It can be found in Figure 6.2.5, the gain for a single element in the 4x4 array at 2.36GHz was 
2.328dB. The 3dB beamwidth in azimuth plane and elevation plane was 100.5° and 119.5° 
respectively.
6.2.2 Reader Antenna Array Prototype and Measurement
The manufactured 4x 4 antenna array is shown in Figure 6.2.6 where SMA bulkhead connectors 
are attached to each antenna element and soldered to the ground plane at the rear.
Figure 6.2.6 M anufactured antenna array
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The reflection coefficient of the antenna array was measured with a network analyser and the 
radiation pattern measurement was conducted in an anechoic chamber.
—  Simulated
—  M easured
-10
-20
3  -25
™ -30
-50^
2.25 2,3 2.35 2.4 2.45 2.5 2.55 2.6
F requency  (GHz)
Figure 6.2,7 Measured Reflection coefficient for Element [1]
In Figure 6.2.7, the measured reflection coefficient for Element 1 marked in Figure 6.2.6 met the 
required lOdB return loss bandwidth for measurement (2.34GHz to 2.46GHz). The difference 
between simulated and measured results is negligible though can be explained by the effects of 
the feeder in the prototype. The measured reflection coefficient for Elements [1, 2, 5, 6] is shown 
in Appendix III.
The results of measured radiation pattern at 2.4GHz for co-polar and cross-polar radiation pattern 
for Element 1 is shown in Figure 6.2.8 and 6.2.9 respectively.
330
Sim
300
90 270
120 240
150 210
180
Figure 6.2.8 Vertically polarised radiation pattern at 2.4G hz in the azim uth plane
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Figure 6.2.9 Horizontally polarised radiation pattern at 2.4Ghz in the azimuth plane
In Figure 6.2.8 and 6.2.9, the measured results almost matched the simulation results and the 
co-polar radiation pattern offered higher gain than cross-polar one. The measured vertically and 
horizontal polarised radiation patterns for the Elements [1, 2, 5, 6] are shown in Appendix IV 
which also show the high degree of similarity between simulated and practical results.
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6.3 Measurement Campaign Setup
To evaluate RFID-based vehicle direction finding techniques, the concept illustrated in Figure 
6.1.2 was characterised through practical measurement in order to generate information about the 
vehicular RFID channel from multiple antennas in order to carry out evaluation of the PD DF 
technique. A measurement location was selected on the University of Surrey campus, one of 
which was a cluttered environment with buildings either side of the road, while the other was an 
open car park.
Figure 6.3.1 Testing van with reader antenna on the dashboard
A commercial van in Figure 6.3.1 was used to represent the moving vehicle in the model. The 
fabricated 4x 4 antenna array in Section 6.2 was fixed on the dashboard of the van facing the 
windscreen as would be expected if a reader was retro fitted into a vehicle.
%
Figure 6.3.2 Channel sounder and reader connection
A channel sounder was used to capture the real time channel information. The receiving unit of 
the channel sounder (in the dotted circle in Figure 6.3.2) was placed inside the van. The 16
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elements on the antenna array were connected to a switching box of the receiver respectively as 
shown in right hand of Figure 6.3.2 to capture 16 individual receive channels. The transmitting 
unit of the channel sounder (in the solid circle in Figure 6.3.2) was placed on a trolley and 
connected to two omni-directional antennas, which represented two RFID tags. In Figure 6.3.3, 
one antenna was fixed on the top of a mast with height of 2.54m and attached to a trolley (in the 
dotted ellipse); another one was fixed on the top of a mast with 3.2 meter height (in the solid 
ellipse). Therefore, in total, 2x16, equal to 32wideband channels were captured for each sample 
during the measurement.
Figure 6.3.3 Tag antennas and placement
The two measurement environments selected consist of a straight street approximately 100m 
between in the two building blocks as illustrated in Figure 6.3.4, which represented a typical 
cluttered urban environment. From the starting point, the vehicle continued down the street under 
the bridge between the two buildings, where the tag antennas were positioned at the roadside.
Figure 6.3.4 Measurement environment
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A plan view of the measurement route is also shown in Figure 6.3.5 (a) and (b) respectively where 
in two different measurements, the tag antennas were placed in different locations, one where they 
were both on the side of the street (or parallel to the street) and the other where they were on 
either side of the street (or normal to the street).
BB
Van ^ 60m
Tag 1 •  •  Tag 2
AA
(a) Parallel to street
BB
Tag 1
BA
Van 60m
Tag 2
AA
(b) Normal to street
Figure 6.3.5 Bird view of the m easurement environm ent
It can be found in Figure 6.3.5 that the width of the street was 6m and the distance between the 
tag antenna and van staring point at the horizon was 60m. The van was moving with a constant 
speed of 10 miles per hour. Two tag antennas mounted on the mast were placed in the “dot” 
points as labelled.
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6.4 Data Post Processing & Analysis
6.4.1 Narrow Band Response
For the 100m range used in this setup shown in Figure 6.3.5 1200 samples in total were recorded 
and in each sample. In each sample an 8190 ns long snapshot of the measured impulse response 
using a pseudo random (PN) generator were contained. The impulse response of the 1200 samples 
for the parallel to street scenario with for Tag 1 are shown in Fig 6.4.1 (a) and (b) where the data 
is divided into two halves for purposes of clarity and it can be seen clearly the impulse position 
moves as the vehicle changes position. In a small number of instances, particularly in Figure 6.4.1
(b), it can be seen that the noise floor rises higher than the average, or channel sounder noise floor. 
This is due to instantaneous interferences from nearby wireless local area networks (WLANs), 
which can be easily filtered out.
500 1000 1500 2000  2500  3000
Delay (ns)
(a) Sample from 1 to 600
0 500 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000
Delay (ns)
(b) Sample from 601 to 1200 
Figure 6.4.1 Impulse response for parallel to street situation
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In Figure 6.4.1, the peaks of the impulse response received by Tag 1 can be observed in the delay 
domain between 0 to 500 ns from all the recorded samples. The level of the peaks varied from 
sample to sample due to fast fading on the channel. When the vehicle moved on the planned route, 
the distance between the van and the tag antenna initially decreased to the minimum time as it 
passing by the reader antenna, and then increased gradually after passing. The travelling time 
would follow the trend of the changing in distance, which reflected in the time domain shifting the 
impulse response accordingly.
The time domain impulse response spectrum gave a general analysis of the signal variation for 
two scenarios. However, to further investigate the channel characteristic in detail, the narrowband 
response had to be extracted, which would be applicable to the narrow bandwidth of an RFID 
system, which is negligible compared to the channel coherence bandwidth. The frequency 
response derived from a fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the impulse response is shown in Figure
6.4.2, where in some instances just as with the impulse responses, interference from nearby 
WLANs is observed where the noise level rises, such as at approximately 60m distance.
Freq (MHz) -100 0 D istan ce  to starting point (m)
Figure 6.4.2 FFT of Impulse response
To extract the narrowband channel, the centre tap in the frequency spectrum was selected, which 
is subsequently plotted in Figure 6.4.3 (a) thus showing the narrow band response for tag 1 in the 
parallel street scenario, while for tag 2 it is plotted in Figure 6.4.3 (b).
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(b) Narrowband response for Tag 2
Figure 6.4.3 Narrow band response for parallel to street situation
It can be observed in Figure 6.4.3 that the channel coefficient reaches a maximum between 50m
and 60m where the tag and van were nearest to each other in Figure 6.3.5. When the vehicle
moved on the planned route, the distance between van and tag antenna would first decrease to the
minimum level as the van was passing by the tag, and then the value would increase gradually.
Hence the change in channel coefficient magnitude follows the trend of the changing in distance
when the van passed by. In Figure 6.3.4 (a), the peak area was observed around 55m, however in
6.3.4 (b), the peak area slightly moved forward to 60m. This is be expected as tag 2 was
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positioned approximately 2 metres further away from tag 1. The observations for the normal to 
street scenario are illustrated in Figure 6.4.4, which were similar to the parallel situation. Due to 
fact that the two tags were normal to the street, the peak channel coefficient values both appeared 
at 60m.
Fast fading on the magnitude of the received signal can be identified in both situations for the two 
tags. As the measurement campaign was conducted between adjacent buildings, significant 
multipath is expected and resulted in channel fading.
All NB Plots for Tx1
20 40 60 80
D istance  to starting point (m)
(a) Narrowband response for Tag 1
100
Ail NB Plots fo rT x l
40 60 80 100
D istance  to starting point (rn)
(b) Narrowband response for Tag 2
Figure 6.4.4 Narrow band response for normal to street situation
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6.5 Angle of Arrival Evaluation
As the van moved along the street, the angle of arrival (AoA) from the tags was changing 
simultaneously, given the width of the street and the height of the tags, the theoretical AoA can be 
calculated as a reference based on geometry by using the model in Figure 6.5.1.
L am p  post
T ag
R ea d e r
A n ten n ah t
h r
d r
Figure 6.5.1 AoA calculation model
In Azimuth the angle 6 is derived by inspection of Figure 6.5.1 as:
(6 . 1)
In Elevation the angle P is derived by inspection of Figure 6.5.1 as:
P = tan"' h, -h^
 ^ +r^ (6.2)
In the measurement setup, d,- = 3m, h,. = 0.5m and h, = 3m. The range r went from 60m down to 
Om as it passed the tag. The results derived from equation (6.1) are plotted in Figure 6.5.2.
60
50
t  40
1
2
§ 20 
IQ
10
0 10 20  30 40  50 60  70  80 90
Angle of arrival (D egree)
Figure 6.5.2 Theoretical AoA calculation in Azimuth
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To validate the measurements and ascertain that the channel data contained information from 
which an angle of arrival could be extracted, Capon’s minimum variance method was used. This 
also provided further insight into the regions in which the data was insufficient to extract angle of 
arrival information from, such as where the vehicle passed the tag. Capon’s minimum variance 
method is also known as the Minimum Variance Distortionless Look (MYDL). The MVDL is an 
attempt to overcome the poor resolution problem associated with the delay-and-sum method and it 
results a significant improvement [Mondai3].
In order to analyse AoA from the measured data, the angular power distribution, P{6), as a 
function of azimuth angle 6 is derived from a Capon filter for a given time instant t. hence it is 
possible to determine the AoA at given time instant t. Thus where 6 is the angle relative to the 
reverse direction of travel in the case of AOA:
1
“  aH (6 > )R (t)-V a(e ) (6.3)
Where the correlation matrix R, is defined using N  sample starts at a given time instant t as 
follows:
N
R{t) = ^  fr(t +  n)h^(t + ri)
n = l (6.4)
and /r is a 1x4 single input multiple output (SIMO) or 4x1 multiple input single output (MISO) 
vector representing the physical channel link from the reader to the tag. This is for one time 
instant t, and delay t  s o  the vectors become four dimensional matrices with the number of samples 
in both time and delay as the other dimensions.
For the purposes of this analysis, 4x4 antenna array can be spilt into four sets of 1x4. The 
beamforming vector applied to the Capon method, is a four element phasor in azimuth plane 
represented by [1 e~f2 n:dsin(0 ) Q-j4ndsin{e) where <7 is equal to 0.4 wavelengths in
terms of physical separation of the antennas. In this analysis, N  was set to 20 in order to compute 
a realisable inversion matrix, R~\ The AoA calculation for tag 2 in the parallel to street scenario 
with calculated results overlaid (dashed curve) is shown in Figure 6.5.3.
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Capon AoA evaluation
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Figure 6.5.3 AoA calculation in azimuth plane
Referring back to Figure 6.3.5, at the starting point the vehicle is 60m away from the reader which 
gives the position in y-axis of Figure 6.5.3 is Om and the AoA for this position is around 0°. The 
AoA increases when the vehicle moving closer to the reader. The position in the j;-axis of Figure
6.5.3 of the vehicle passing by the reader is 60m where the maximum AoA around 90° occurs. In 
Figure 6.5.3, the AoA is shown in the top view mesh plots, where at distances close to the tag, 
there are higher orders of magnitude indicated in red, while at further distances away from the tag 
they are weaker and yellow coloured in the direction of arrival.
For element sets [1, 2, 3, 4], [5, 6, 7, 8], [9, 10, 11, 12], the signal signature formed a curve which 
matches to the theoretical AoA in Figure 6.5.2. At the distance of 60m, when the van passed by 
the tag, the AoA reached the maximum value of 90° though the AoA is not well defined due to 
more significant multipath scattering at this point. However at 0 to 30m, only a weak and 
intermittent signature can be identified. Though the channel is weaker, the angle or arrival is 
better defined showing clear angle of arrival in the yellow region. For element set [13, 14, 15, 16], 
a large amount of signature scattering can be found between 50 and 65m, that due to the fact that 
the Element [13, 14, 15, 16] was in the end row of the array where the metal windscreen wiper 
found in Figure 6.3.1 was right in front of it, thus distorting the results. Overall, the results from 
the Capon filter have shown that the first three sets of measured channel response were valid for 
next stage analysis.
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6.6 Correlation Relationships
The four narrow band responses from element [1, 2, 3, 4] can form four channels: Ch i, Ch_2, 
Ch_3, Ch_4. The auto-correlation and cross correlation distance over the moving distance for 
these four channels can be calculated in order to investigate a valid area for angular information 
extraction.
6.6.1 Autocorrelation
Auto-correlation, also known as serial correlation, is the cross-correlation of a signal with itself. 
Informally, it is the similarity between observations as a function of the time lag between them. It 
is a mathematical tool for finding repeating patterns, such as the presence of a periodic signal 
obscured by noise, or identifying the missing fundamental frequency in a signal implied by its 
harmonic frequencies. It is often used in signal processing for analysing functions or series of 
values, such as time domain signals [Dunn05]. A fraction of the samples from beginning with 
certain sample size, the size V  can be calculated as [Brown 10];
(6 5)
Where p  is the sampling frequency and fa is the maximum Doppler shift, in this case y^= 72H z,^ 
34.3Hz, hence the N^210. Correlating this fraction of sample with a sample-shifted version of 
itself, the correlation coefficient versus distance can be plotted. When setting the threshold value 
to 0.8, the distance in samples where the correlation coefficient dropped from 1 to 0.8 was the 
correlation distance. As the van moved with constant speed, the actual distance for the first 
sample point can be converted into meters from the samples. Following this procedure, the 
correlation distance for the second sample can be calculated by using the fraction of samples with 
fixed size starting with second sample. Using the same method, the auto-correlation for the 
correlation distance versus moving distance for four channels for two measurement configurations 
can be plotted in Figure 6.6.1. In the legend of Figure 6,6,1, Ch-1, Ch-2, Ch-3, Ch-4 means 
auto-correlation of signal from Element 1, 2, 3,4  respectively.
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Figure 6.6.1 Auto correlation distance
6.6.2 Cross-correlation
Similar to the auto-correlation, for channel Ch i and Ch_2, two sets of sample chunks from 
beginning with sample size equal to 240. Correlating the fraction of sample from Ch i with 
sample-shifted version from Ch_2, the correlation coefficient versus samples can be plotted. 
When setting the threshold value to 0.8, the distance in samples where the correlation coefficient 
dropped from 1 to 0.8 was the correlation distance.
Following this procedure, the correlation distance for the second sample can be calculated by 
using the fraction of samples with fixed size starting with second sample. Using the same method, 
the cross-correlation for the correlation distance versus moving distance for four channels for two 
measurement configurations can be plotted in Figure 6.6.2. In the legend of Figure 6,6,2, Ch-1 
means cross-correlation between Ch i and Ch_2, Ch-2 means cross-correlation between Ch_I 
and Ch 3, Ch-3 means cross-correlation between Ch 1 and Ch 4.
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Figure 6.6.2 Cross-correlation distance
In Figure 6.6.1 and 6.6.2, correlation distance can be observed between 5m to 15m for the parallel 
to street scenario and 10m to 25m for normal to street scenario. The short correlation distance 
indicated there is heavy de-correlation over the channels. This then shows that getting angular 
information to the reader is going to be weaker where there is lower correlation distance due to 
significant spatial fading between the antenna elements.
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6.7 AoA Extraction
In Chapter 5, the Pseudo Doppler for a vehicular RFID channel was investigated and the phase 
gradient method developed by Equation (5.21). The shift frequency in terms of pseudo 
switching speed can be written as:
f v a = - ^ f c s m a  (gg)
Substitute Equation (6.2) to (5.20), the azimuth angle then can be deduced:
■ - 1  ^
“ 27T/ci7p At (6.7)
Acp
where —  is defined as the gradient of phase curve plot.
To extract the AoA in the real channel using the phase gradient method, the simulator in Figure
5.4.1 combined with the measured channel data in Section 6.2 was used. The model in Figure
5.3.1 was adopted to form the channel with Pseudo Doppler Effect. The received narrow band 
response from element set [1, 2, 3, 4] replaced four simulated identical signal sources which were 
created to represent the four uniformed antenna array elements.
If ts is the sampling time and /switch is the time interval of the received data between each element, 
ts has to be less than /switch/2 in order to meet the Nyquist rate. Therefore each sample from four 
elements was set to be repeated by a factor of 4, then /switch = 4^and the data pattern for the first 
sample was /ips(i)=[hi(l), hi(l), hi(l), hi(l), h2(l), h2(l), h2(l), h2(l), hs(l), h3(l), hs(l), hs(l), h4(l), 
li4(l), h4(l), h4(l)]. In general, /ips(„)=[hi(n), hi(n), hi(n), hi(n), h2(n), h2(n), h2(n), h2(n), hs(n), h3(n), 
h3(n), h3(n), li4(n), lî4(n), li4(n), li4(n)]. The /zps would also be repeated to meet the entire length of 
the transmitted RFID data.
The spacing between each element of the antenna array used in the measurement was 0 . 4 1  and 
the Vp can be calculated as 0 . 4 A / / s w i t c h -  By using the synthesised h^ to replace the signal from 
simulated sources in RFID simulator in Figure 5 . 4 . 1 ,  the Pseudo Doppler Effect in the measured 
channel was created. The phase gradient can be calculated from the phase of the demodulated
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baseband signal, then by using the Equation (6.7), the AoA can be derived. The AoA extractions 
for two tags in two situations are shown in Figure 6.7.1 and 6.7.2.
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Figure 6.7.1 AoA for parallel to street situation
It can be observed in Figure 6.7.1, for tag 1 when the van moved in the distance between 5m to 
20m, the measured AoA was matched to the theoretical calculated AoA. For tag 2 the distance 
range was from 5m to 22m. Outside this range, the measured curve deviated from the calculated 
one, which was what can be expected from the correlation distance analysis, as suitably long 
correlation distance only can be observed between 5m to 15m for the parallel to street situation.
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Figure 6,7.2 AoA for normal to street situation
It can be observed in Figure 6.7.2, for tag 1 when the van moved from 10m to 20m, the measured 
AoA was matched to the theoretical calculated AoA. For tag 2 the distance range was from 10m 
to 18m. Outside this range, the measured curve deviated from the calculated one which was what 
can be expected from the correlation distance analysis, as the correlation distance only can be 
observed between 10m to 25m for parallel to street situation. These results have nonetheless 
validated the capability of using vehicular RFID to evaluate the AoA using Pseudo Doppler.
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6.8 Application Example of Direction Finding: GPS Error Correction
In the previous section, the vehicular RFID-based direction finding technique has been developed 
and verified in the field test to gain the knowledge of the instant variation of vehicle AoA in the 
vehicle to roadside case. In this section, the possibility of using angular information acquired from 
the technique to enhance the current Global Positioning System (GPS) will be investigated.
6.8.1 Review of Current Location Sensing
Triangulation, scene analysis, and proximity are the three principal techniques for automatic 
location-sensing [HighOl]. One of the most important technologies of location systems is the 
Global Positioning System (Fig. 6.8.1), a satellite-based navigation system made up of a network 
of 24 satellites placed into orbit [Lari98].
Figure 6.8.1 Global Positioning System (GPS) Satellite Constellations
Vehicle location devices with a single GPS technology base have played an important role on the 
market [WuI2]. Reliable in-car navigation only becomes possible with high position accuracy and 
an up-to-date map database [VenklO]. However, there are obvious shortcomings by using a 
simple GPS method in the aspect of positioning accuracy and coverage. The accuracy of GPS, 
which is widely used for localisation, is approximately several meters for consumer devices, 
especially in urban areas subject to multipath error. While an accuracy of about Im is achieved in 
military use, such devices are not available for civilian use.
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Therefore, many researchers pay attention to the combination of GPS and other relevant 
technologies for facilitating better accuracy of the vehicle location. Many approaches have been 
proposed as follows. Based on GPS and global standard for mobile (GSM) mobile communication 
devices, Farooq [Faro 10] proposed and implemented a solution for enhancing public 
transportation management services in the Punjab province of Pakistan. Thong [ThongOT] 
proposed an intelligent fleet management system while Qu [Qu07] introduced a GPS and CDMA 
application system.
Based on GPS and general packet radio service (GPRS), Tao Ning [Ning07] designed a new 
vehicular monitoring system. Liu [LiulO] achieved vehicle location tracking on the Internet by 
using GPRS vehicle location terminal and combining with Internet technology and GIS 
technology. Al-Taee M.A. [Taee07] presented a distributed system for remote monitoring of 
vehicle diagnostics and geographical position.
Although above-mentioned research are improved extensions of accuracy on a vehicle location 
system, it is unable to acquire the real-time information of vehicle location and vehicle running 
state in some areas such as tunnels [Chon04] and built-up areas. For example, narrow streets 
among high-rise buildings blocking GPS signal paths provide limited visibility to satellites and 
cause multi-path effects. The accuracy of GPS location is not precise and the position drift for 
vehicle location is large. As a result, the management of vehicle is inconvenient and cannot meet 
the requirement of a high standard for managers.
With respect to developments of RFID technology, it has been widely used in many fields. 
Several key technologies of RFID, GPS and GPRS are independent, so their advantages could not 
be easily combined to complement each other.
In response to such problems, by integrating the technology of RFID, GPS, GPRS, an accurate 
vehicle location system in a variety of complex environments is proposed in [Ning 13], which is 
able to improve the precise vehicle location and get the mechanical information of vehicle status 
by using the technology of wireless data communication.
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In [Toga 12] RFID tags were placed on roadsides and lane boundaries, [Chon04] placed in the 
middle of each lane which was shown in Fig. 6.8.2 respectively.
R flD td
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G round
0 0 0
0 0 0
0 0
Figure 6.8.2 RFID tags placement on the road
In [Chon04], coordinates of the location where the tag is installed needs to be written on each tag. 
When the on-vehicle reader captured the information from the tag, the position of the vehicle can 
be updated accurately. In [Toga 12], by computing pair-wise position estimates using the RSSl 
(Received Signal Strength Indication) of all pairs of signals received from RFIDs, are computed 
and the final position as a weighted average of these pair-wise estimates using a dynamic 
weighting function assigns higher weights to positions estimated based on closer RFIDs.
These RFID-based assisted GPS techniques require a large number of tags being deployed on the 
road and hence the installation process will be complicated. Reliability is another issue; an RFID 
tag in field will be installed on a road, where the operation environment for the tag is very harsh; 
high temperature in summer, low in winter, dusts, rain and snow.
RFID tags placed on the lamp post with certain height on roadsides may another option to 
overcome these drawbacks above. In this section, an RFID-based GPS correction algorithm with 
integration of the vehicle direction finding technique was developed.
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6.8.2 GPS antenna and Reader in Measurement Campaign
The antenna of GPS receiving device was mounted on the top of the vehicle as shown in Fig.
6.8.3 to minimise the interference introduced by the vehicle itself. The GPS data was captured 
simultaneously using the channel sounder at the same time as the channel measurements from the 
reader to the tag were recorded.
Figure 6.8.3 GPS receiver antenna
6.8.3 Data Post Processing & Analysis
The recorded GPS data overlaid with the street view of the measurement area is shown in Fig. 
6.8.4. Clearly there is more error as the vehicle goes underneath the bridge and there is a greater 
multipath error. At this point, the received GPS data drifted to north about 2 to 3 meters, with the 
expected degree of inaccuracy.
Figure 6.8.4 Received GPS data plotted on map
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6.8.4 GPS Correction Algorithm for Tunnels and Built Up Environments
As shown in Fig. 6.8.5, the multipath environment and the tunnel effect introduced the errors into 
the received GPS data, to cope with this issue, a GPS correction algorithm assisted by the vehicle 
direction finding technique was developed, which would be applicable to scenarios where a 
vehicle passes through a tunnel or under a wide bridge. The flowchart of the algorithm is shown 
below in Fig, 6.8.6.
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Figure 6.8.5 GPS correction algorithm
This algorithm is based on the assumptions that the first two GPS data points were correct and the 
tunnel (the path where the GPS signal is blocked) is straight. If the first two correct GPS 
coordinate data [Latitude, Longitude] were:
[X(n+l),y(n+l)]j [X(n+2),y(n+2)] ( 6 .8 )
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Where x represents the Latitude coordinate value and y represents Longitude coordinate value. 
When the on-vehicle reader picks up the tag information, which contains data indicating the 
tunnel is ahead and if the AoA result derived from vehicle direction finding technique was 
matched to the theoretical AoA curve, shown for the case of a straight road in Figure 6.7.1.
As the reading range of the RFID is limited, in a short period of time, if the direction of the 
vehicle is constant and the large scale of GPS data drifting in this period of time can be corrected. 
However, if the direction changes, based on a previous known position, the resolved angle from 
the PD DF method can resolve such change in distance. In the measurements carried out, the 
vehicle moved only in a straight direction.
When the data form RFID tag indicates the vehicle was moving straight in a given direction, it 
will trigger the correction process, by using first two received GPS data to predict the next data:
[Xp(n+3),yp(n+3)] = [ ( X ( n + 2 ) + X ( n + l ) ) / 2 ,  yn+l+(y(n+2)-y(n+l))] (6.9)
and comparing it with the real GPS data:
[X (n + 3 ) -X p (n + 3 ) î  y(n+3)-yp(n+3)] (6.10)
For this case, as a straight street, the width of the road is 3m, so the corresponding GPS difference 
in decimal degree of latitude is 0.000027 and in longitude is 0, thus the error margin was set to
0.000027. If the error was less than a certain error margin, the measured GPS data will be used. 
However if it was greater than a certain error margin:
|X(n+3)“ Xp(n+3)1 > 0.000027 (6.11)
Then the predicted data can be used to replace the incorrect received GPS data. Any predicted 
data after first two GPS data can be represented as:
[X p(n+2+k),yp(n+2+k)]- [(X (n + 2 )+ X (n + l)) /2 , y n + l+ ^ (y (n + 2 ) -y (n + l) ) ] ,  k ~  1 , 2 , 3 ..............  ( 6 . 1 2 )
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Rest of the GPS data would be estimated in the same process until the vehicle moves out the 
tunnel, then the error reduces to below the error margin, then the real GPS data would be back in 
the navigation system.
|X(n+2)" Xp(n+2+k)| ^  0.000027 (6.13)
By applying the correction algorithm to the measured GPS data based on the resolved angle of 
arrival known from the PD DF measurements, the corrected GPS (orange) is compared with the 
original (blue) in Figure 6.8.7, showing significant improvement in the result and within the 
allowed error margin.
Figure 6.8.6 Corrected GPS Coordinates
It is can be observed in Figure 6.8.6, the orange curve and blue curve overlapped for a few metres 
after the starting point, as the error margin was less than 0.000027 during that short distance. 
However when the van move further into the built up environment and into the overhead bridge, 
the received GPS data was drifted and the error margin was larger than 0.000027, then the 
correction process started to work and predicted the corrected GPS on the map. Eventually, when 
the van move out of the overhead bridge, the accuracy of the real GPS was back to the normal 
level, and correction process stopped and the real data took over.
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6.9 Summary
In this chapter, the direction finding technique base on vehicular RFID was fully investigated and 
developed. A 2.4GHz 4 by 4 circularly polarised antenna array was designed and fabricated as a 
on-vehicle reader. The measured -lOdB impedance bandwidth for single element was 2.35GHz to 
2.45GHz and the simulated 3dB axial ratio bandwidth was 2.38 GHz to 2.42 GHz which both met 
the requirement. The gain for single element in the 4 by 4 array at 2.36GHz was 2.328dB. The 
3dB beamwidth in azimuth plane and elevation plane was 100.5° and 119.5° respectively.
The theoretical model for RFID direction finding was established and investigated through 
practical measurement. The narrow band response derived from the measured vehicular RFID 
channel indicated that the maximum signal level appeared between 50m and 60m where the tag 
and van was nearest to each other. When the vehicle moved on the planned route, the distance 
between van and tag antenna would first decrease to the minimum level as the van was passing by 
the tag, and then the value would increase gradually. Hence the variation of the signal level would 
follow the trend of the changing in distance and the received signal would reach the max value 
when van passed by.
Capon’s minimum variance method was used to verify the validation of the angular information 
contained in the measured channel impulse response. From the signal signature calculated by 
Capon’s method, as the van moved along the street, the AoA changed with the variation of the 
distance between van and tag. For element sets [1, 2, 3, 4], [5, 6, 7, 8], [9, 10, 11, 12], the signal 
signature formed a curve which matches to the theoretical AoA in Figure 6.5.2. At the distance of 
60m, when the van passed by the tag, the AoA reached the maximum value of 90° though the 
AoA is not well defined due to more significant multipath scattering at this point. However at 0 to 
30m, only weak and intermittent signature could be identified, though the channel was weaker, 
the angle or arrival was better defined showing clear angle of arrival in the yellow region.
For element set [13, 14, 15, 16], large amount of signature scattering could be found between 50 
and 65m, that due to the fact that the Element [13, 14, 15, 16] was in the end row of the array
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where the metal rain wiper found in Figure 6.3.1 was right in front of it. Overall, the results from 
the Capon filter had shown that the first three sets of measured channel response were valid for 
next stage analysis.
For correlation distance investigation, it only could be observed between 5m to 15m for parallel to 
street situation and 10m to 25m for normal to street situation. The short correlation distance 
indicated there was quite heavy de-correlation over the channels. This then showed that getting 
angular information to the reader in terms of angle is going to be weaker where there was lower 
correlation and it had to rely more specifically on the time delay from the backscattered RFID 
tags to each antenna. Due to the fading this would have some success or failure (i.e. it won’t 
resolve the time delays so accurately) at different channel state.
The Pseudo Doppler for the vehicular RFID channel was generated and the phase gradient method 
was used to extract to extract the AoA in the real channel. The simulator was combining with the 
measured narrow band response from element [1, 2, 3, 4] replaced four simulated identical signal 
sources which were created to represent the four uniformed antenna array elements. For parallel to 
street situation, the measured AoA was matched to the theoretical calculated AoA between 5m to 
20m for Tag 1 and 5m to 22m for Tag 2. For normal to street situation, it was between 10m to 
20m for Tag 1 and 10m to 18m for Tag 2. Outside these range, the measured curve deviated from 
the calculated one which was what could be expected from the correlation distance analysis, as 
the correlation distance only could be observed between 5m to 15m 10m and 25m for parallel and 
normal to street situation respectively.
A real application for GPS correction based on the RFID direction finding was developed. A set 
of real GPS data was captured on a commercial in the multipath environment, which was similar 
to the urban area and with tunnel effect involved van and it had shown the errors (1 to 2 meter) 
arose when the vehicle moved into the multipath environment and reached the max (2 to 3 meter) 
when passing through the overhead bridge (tunnel effect).
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With the assistance of the vehicle direction finding technique which using lamp-post mounted 
RFID tag on the roadside, the straight driving road during a short period of time and the nearby 
tunnel can be detected. Base on that, a GPS correction algorithm has been developed. After 
applying the algorithm on the received GPS data, it successfully corrected the errors due to the 
multipath environment and tunnel effect.
The current correction algorithm was based on the assumptions of first two correct GPS data and 
straight tunnel ahead. These two assumptions were not suitable for all such scenarios and to make 
the algorithm feasible in the real world application, more complex scenarios should be 
investigated In the future works, while the correction algorithm here is for purposes of showing 
the possibility to exploit the vehicular direction finding concept as one of several possible 
applications.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
The study carried out in this thesis explored innovative vehicular radio frequency identification 
(RFID) based concepts at the physical layer, which could exploit the widespread use of RFID tags 
attached to vehicles and roadside objects across the world. Although the physical layer for 
vehicular RFID systems was relatively simple in terms of the modulation and coding schemes 
used, the reader antenna configuration and channel characterisation for intelligent RFID systems 
required more detailed evaluation at the physical layer in this work, which could not be achieved 
by using a full end to end RFID system. Three potential concepts were investigated with practical 
validation that they could be implemented into real intelligent RFID reader, where in particular 
characterisation and modelling of the propagation channel was undertaken.
Initially, a practical vehicular RFID propagation channel was measured in a real environment in 
order to investigate the reliability of vehicular tag detection and the feasibility of detecting 
non-tagged vehicles using a CW radar. The narrowband channel of the CW radar from a reader 
antenna to the vehicle was measured simultaneously with the channel from the antenna to the 
RFID tag so that they could be compared directly. Narrowband data analysis of CW radar showed 
significant multipath, which was expected as it is a highly rough scattering object with 100% 
reflection. From the analysis of the CW radar and backscattered RFID channel, fading due to 
surrounding build-ups over the driving route was found on both the reflected signal and the signal 
received by tag. The dynamic range between CW radar and RFID signal was quite large at 13dB. 
Although the channel fading of the CW radar was significantly more time variant than that of the 
channel to the tag, the deep fades were within the required fade margin for a RFID reader and it 
would be possible therefore to employ CW radar detection within the reader using the same radio. 
Hence it was possible to use the RFID reader and antenna with two modes (CW-radar mode and 
RFID detection mode) to detect both the tagged and non-tagged vehicle. For practical applications,
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this concept could be implemented in applications such as law enforcement, parking control or 
integrated into roadside traffic monitoring systems to identify untagged vehicles.
A second contribution for an intelligent vehicular RFID system had a primary focus on a new 
propagation model for a roadside to vehicle link considering the specific impact of polarisation 
effect and the shape of a realistic vehicle scenario, which evaluated the reliability of using RFID 
from a reader on a motorway or open roadside scenario. The function of speed detection based on 
the Doppler shift of the contiguous wave was evaluated using the new model, which included the 
expected SNR from measurement and the use of anti-collision to suit EPC Gen 2 standards.
A hybrid channel model approach was chosen for vehicular RFID using both deterministic and 
stochastic methods , which was validated by conducting a measurement campaign using a 1 by 2 
universal UHF circularly polarised antenna array attached to the lamp post, which served as a 
reader. The deterministic part of the model was formed by modifying the plane earth model to 
adapt to the tag polarisation and the vehicle engine bonnet effects. This showed in particularly 
why a tag on the windscreen or the number plate should be orientated in vertical polarisation in 
order to achieve better detection range. F or the stochastic part of the model, measurements 
validated the case that the fading caused by a small number of other scatterers followed the Rician 
distribution with a 7  ^Factor around 15 to 20. Therefore the complete channel was modelled using 
the modified plane earth loss model for the path loss and a Rician distribution for the small scale 
fading.
The final main contribution from this work was a cost-effective low effort direction finding 
solution based on the Pseudo Doppler technique, where a simplified phase gradient method was 
used to extract the Doppler frequency, which could subsequently be used to resolve the direction 
of a tag from a reader. The concept was applicable for either roadside to vehicle or vehicle to 
roadside cases. A measurements campaign was conducted using a 4x4 planar circularly polarised 
array with two antennas at the roadside to represent two tagged objects. The accuracy of direction 
finding using Pseudo Doppler in the vehicular case was considerably more accurate than
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conventional Doppler because due to a higher gradient change relating angle to Doppler shift. The 
novel phase gradient based method was developed and integrated into MATLAB based simulator 
to overcome the short coming of the FFT method for Pseudo Doppler shift extraction, when a = 
30°, a = 45° and 90°, the repeated positive peaks indicated the value of the Pseudo Doppler 
frequency shift. The simulated results proved the feasibility of the concept of phase gradient 
method for extracting the Pseudo Doppler frequency shift.
The measurement campaign to evaluate Pseudo Doppler direction finding was conducted using a 
2.4GHz 4x4 circularly polarised antenna array as an on-vehicle reader to investigate the channel 
stationarity within the reading range and validate the phase gradient method. Analysis of the 
channel evaluated that the correlation distance was sufficient enough within a 5-25m range from 
the reader in order that the angular information could be resolved. The AoA extracted in the 
Pseudo Doppler channel by the phase gradient method was matched to the theoretical calculation 
within the short range between 5m to 25m. These findings were also reflected in simulated 
Pseudo Doppler information taken from real measured data, where the evaluated angles deviated 
from the actual cases outside this range.
As an application example, the Pseudo Doppler direction finding technique was demonstrated to 
assist the GPS navigation in real tunnels and built-up environments. In the measured environment, 
real GPS data showed errors of 1 to 3m, while accuracy was moved to less than 0.5m with the use 
of direction finding.
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7.2 Future work
The following main areas of future work from this research and development have been
identified:
1. Development of a further compact wideband circularly polarised RFID antenna array which 
can be retrofitted to the roadside lamp post for intelligent reader with the purpose of multiple 
vehicle speed detection and other sensor network applications.
2. Further research on path loss, considering in particular large vehicles with tags on the 
windscreen and shadowing effects from the large vehicles would provide useful measurement 
data to enhance the path loss model. For large vehicles, there is a case to consider the 
placement of tags at a high point on large vehicles, which may significantly reduce path loss 
in those cases.
3. Further investigation on frequency dependence for Pseudo Doppler, which will in particular 
be affected by the possible difference in scattering and thus change in correlation distance at 
lower frequencies.
4. Conduct the measurement in more complex environments for further developing vehicular 
RFID direction finding technique, such as along a curved street with traffic involved and 
using multiple roadside tags to ascertain variation in the vehicle direction which also can 
enhance the exiting localisation techniques using more than one tag on the roadside.
5. Implementation of the vehicular RFID based multiple vehicle speed detection and direction 
finding techniques by prototyping and considering the detection accuracy related to RF 
impairment e.g. frequency drift or jitter effect of the local oscillator.
6. Research on the model using licence plate embedded tags or other tag placements at heights 
near to the ground, the scattering due to the nearby vehicle would be different to the 
windscreen scenario and that could cause variation to the detection range.
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Appendix I: Comparison of EPC Class 1 Gen 
2 and Genl Features & Performance
Features Class 1 Gen 2 Class 1 Gen 1
Read Speed ■ Up to 800 tags/sec (US FCC)
■ Up to 450 tags/sec (EU ETSI)
■ Read adaptable to RF noise in 
environment
■ Up to 230 tags/sec (US 
FCC)
■ Up to 115 tags/sec (EU 
ETSI)
Write Speed ■ 5 tags/second minimum
■ Rewriteable many times
■ 3 tags/second
■ Rewriteable many times
Tag sorting protocol ■ “Q” protocol: a random number 
algorithm with 2 persistent 
symmetric states
■ Binary tree algorithm 
with
■ persistent sleep/wake 
states
Multiple reader 
operation
■ Frequency hopping
■ Listen-before-talk
■ Dense reader modes
■ Four reader “session”, allowing 
parallel communication by 
multiple
■ Frequency hopping
■ Listen-before-talk
Security ■ 32-bit lock and kill passwords
■ Option for “handle”-
■ 8-bit kill password with
■ lockout after incorrect 
queries
Extensibility ■ Up to 512 bit item ID
■ Unlimited user memory
■ Anticipate Class 2 & 3
■ Up to 96 bit item ID
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Appendix III: Reflection Coefficient for
Elements [1, 2, 5, 6] in Measurement
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Appendix
Appendix IV: Antenna Radiation Patterns for 
Elements [1, 2, 5, 6] in Vertical and 
Horizontal Polarization
Vertical Polarization
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